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The Aillik Group of Aphebian metavolcanic an~asedimentary 
rocks is situate.d in the Makkovik subprovince of labrador. north of the 
\ 
Grenvi lle Front. 
The Kaipoko~ volcanic and the Walker Lake-White Bear ~unta'n 
bel.ts consi st of flow-banded and porphyritic rhyol He lavas, quartzites. 
'. 
minor interbedded basalt lavas and volcanic tuff. 
Metamorphism h,lS remained ~n 'the greenschist and ,amphibolite 
facies throughout tectonism. 
One hundred and seventy rock samples were collected from eight 
uranium showings in the map area and were analysed for 10 trace elements. 
namely Zr, Sr. Rb. Zn, Cu, Ba, Pli, Cr. U and Th,. Or;Je hundred and ten 
thin sections we~ ·e"xamined and autoradiographed. Uraniuni' in these 









In uranium minerals of davidite composition. 
In lenses of dark bituminous material. 
-,.. : .... 
As ionS dispersed in such minerals as hornbl~de. quartz, feldspar 
and in part in some other ninerals. 
, 
.. I 
As ions adsorbed on .to hematite. 
As an isomorphous admixture;, in the Inine~als biotite, epidote, 
zi reon and sphene ~ \ 
to 
As independant compounds within' . magneti te. 
As subniicros~opic inclusions' of uraniUm minerals of unknown 
compositions within garnets, sodic amphiboles and feldspar 
porphyroblasts. 
\. 
-" ~ " " ., 
. \ 
.. 
Results obtained from different uranium exploration techniques 
in a glaciated terrain. e.g. radon detection. nearshore lake sediment 
geochemistry. lake water and air-borne surveys. should be interpreted 
in conjunction with g1 acial geology an3 o~er . phys10graphi c factors 
... 
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The Labrador uranium area is located between latitudes 54°35' and 
55°15' and longitudes 58°50' and 50°40' of Labrador (Fig. 1). The 
uranium deposits under investigation are located in the eastern half of 
the area. Th~ ' prtsent study is based on fieldwork sponsored by the 
British N~wfoundland Exploration Company Limited (BRINEX) during the 
.. 
sunner ()f 1974. 
I 
.I 
1.2 Phys i 09 raphy / 
The topography of the area is essenti y of l~ rel ief as the 
res u It 0 f g lac i alae t i on, a lthough the coa i ne ; 5 generally rugged 
\ 
with ~ome steep cliffs. Because of poor and strong winds, vegetation 
near the coast is sparse, with 90 per the area treeless. Evidence 
of ice movement, e.g. boulder trai and their relat1¥e position to 
bedrock, elongated lakes, ind1 s that the glacial JOOvement was in a 
generally southwest dirtctio glacial drift is generally thicker 
The glac1al drift affects the 
applicability of exp10r techniques 1n a number of ways, as explained 
in Chapter 4. 
1 3 Prev; 
Previous wortt in Labrador and the Labrador urani urn area. 
c 
(1814). Lieber (1860), Packard ~1891), Daly (1902) and 
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Fi gure 1. Index map showing the location of the Labrador uranium area. 
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~ ) 
others provided early interpretations of the regional and local geology. 
Observations were of a very general nature and were based on brief 
investigations of randomly scattered areas along the coast . Wheeler 
(1933 and 1935) studied the petrology of some diabase dykes and an 
amazonite aplite from the region . Kranck (1939. 195;' mapped the 
sediments of the Makkovik/Aillik coastal area and introduced the term 
UAil1ik series" and "Hopedale gneiss" for Proterozoic supracrust~ 
rocks and for the Archean basement respectively of the area. Douglas 
(1953) provided ear:,ly interpretation of the regional and local geo1qgy. 
The broad regi ona 1 re 1 a ti onsh 1 ps of the Mak.kov 1k area, both 
within Labrador and in comparison with Greenland, have been reported 
by Douglas (1970), Bridgwater (1970). Greene (1972). Greene and McKillop 
(1972). Sutton (l972a. b). Sutton et a1_. (1971) and Sutton et al. (1972). 
The Geological Survey of Canada has carried out regional 
geological mapping and radiometric age dating which has lead to numerous 
publications. e.g. Christie et a1. 1953. Stevenson (1970), Taylor (1971. 
1972a, b and e), Fahrig and Larochelle (1972). Lowden (1961), 
Leech et a1. (1963). Stockwell (1964) and Wanless and Loveridge (1972). 
Beavan (19S8) sunmarized information on the Labrador uranium 
area and Gandhi et al. (1969) provided a comprehen~ive map and report 
on the geology and geochronology of the Makkovik Bay area. 
Apart from these, ther1! also exists several unpublished 8RI~~EX 
r1!ports as well as M.Sc. ami Ph.D. theses concerning mainly petrographic 
studies and reg~~~l structural geology. These include, King (1963). 
~'.. :... ') 
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1.3.2 Previous lithogeochemica1 studies. 
The geological literature abounds with isolated references to 
econom ically oriented 1ithogeochemical studies. General references such 
as Bradshaw, et al. (1970), B~y1e and Garrett (1970), Hawkes and Webb 
(1962) and Sakrison (1971) discuss the techniques'and problems encountered 
in economic lithogeochemical survey~" and ref~r to the va"rious success~s 
and failures of numerous individual studies, However most of the 
1 i thogeochemi cal studies have been concerned with base metal exploration, 
an~'little such work has been done for uranium . 
To the knowledge of the writer few lithogeochemica1-
mineralogical studies have been done on the showings under investigation, 
although there are chemical arra1yses for some of them (BRINEX, unpublished 
da ta) . 
1.4 Purpose of the study 
The main aim of this study was: (a) to detennine the trace 
element ~eochemistry and the mineralogy in some of the main uranium 
deposits in Labrador with a view to unde"rstanding their origin and 
distribution, and (b) "evaluate different techniques for uranium 
exploration i~ a glaci~ted terrain. 
1 .4. 1 Methods of investigation 
Rock s~ples were collected from the exposed part of the different 







Fresh-looking s~mples were collecte~ and at randomly chosen localities 
two rock samples were taken so as to provide an i~ea of sample variation 
on the outcrop scale, i.e. to evaluate sampling errors (Garrett, 1969). 
Soil gas radon surveys were carried out in different areas u~ing 
a radon emanometer and in one case the radon survey was carried out in 
~onjunction with the Track Etch technique. Nearshore lake sediment 
samples were collected and analysed for U and Cu in order to compare the 
results obtained with the results of previous lake water geochemistry 
and air borne surveys. 
1. 5 Regional Geology 
The majority of the main uranium deposits are located in the 
Aillik Group, a sequence of metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks 
which overlie a complexly deformed banded gneiss, the Hopedale Gneiss 
(Kranck., 1953), 
The rocks of the Alllik Group have been folded into a series of 
northerly trending folds and a~ intruded by gabbro, diorite, s¥enite 
and granite. Potassium/Argon age determinations range from approximately 
1700 m.y. to 1800 m.y. for the Hopedale gneiss, which is con,sidered to be 
partia11l remobilized Archean basement, and 1500 to 1600 m.y. for the 
metamorphosed sedimentary ana volcanic rocks and intrusive granite gneiSS 
and granite (Gandhi et al. 1969) . 
• 
The area which lies north of the Grenville front was intruded by 
dykes (mainly diabase and lamprophyre dykes) o'f Grenvillian and later 
\ 
. ' \ 
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age (Gandhi et a.1., 1960; King, 1963). 
Four of the uranium showings under investigation (Michel in, 
. Rainbow, M. Ben and McLean) are located in the Walker-Lake-White Bear 
Mountain area (5) and the other four (Witch, Nash, Kitts a~d Long 
Island) in the Kaipokok volcanic belt (N) (Fig. 2). Their local 
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Map showing the principal areas of mineral exploration in ". 
Labrado r and the location of Kaipokok volcanic belt (N) and 
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CHAPTER I I 
A REVIEW OF THE GEOCHEMIStRY OF URANIUM AND THORIUM 
More is k.nown about uranium distribution in nature than about 
the distribution of many other elements because the radioactive properties 
of U and its disintegration products make it easy to detect and estimate 
in minute quanti~ies. Emphasis is given in this chapter to the geochem-
...... . -' .. 
. , ~ 
istry of urani~ ,because the showings under investigation appear to be 
depleted in thorium . Fig . 5 shows the relation between Si02 , U. Th and 
K for the different types of igneous rocks listed in Table 1, sho"drg 
that acid igneous rocks in general contain significantly higher pro'portions 
of Y and Th than basic igneous rocks. 
The U+4 oxide (u+40Z) is very slightly soluble in water. The 
dissociation constant for the reaction 
" 
is but 10-52 at 25°C and 1 atmosphere pressure (Garrels, 1953) and 1 ittle 
changed by 1 nc rease in tetnpe rature up to 120°C. Th is great stab fl ity of 
+4 . 
U 02 (under reduc ing condi t 10ns) probab ly accounts for the preponderance 
of uraninite (UOZ) as a prilRary uranium are mineral. 
In ,glaciated 'areas and cold clfNteS. such a~ the Canad1a,; 
Shiel d, where oxidi zed surface zones are not well developed, a min1naJrn 
MIIount of secondary minerals is found. H9wever, where original l.!ran1um 
concentrations are exposed at the surface, uran1nite oxidizes' rapidly 
to give the soluble {U+602)+2 cOOlp1ex. If the uraninfte ;s associated 
Tn, ppm 
1 Gn:tIit... 5 P'ct .. au 
2Gran~,orite ~a~l~ ~ 
30ior,te 7 Ga:l:;,ro" 
.Contir.~d a Ec'~~ .. 
lbasa!ts 9 Pe"1C~~ti!e 
SOc .. cr.ic 100:.nite 
basalts 
1 
2 • • 
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Fi gure 5. Rel ations between 5;0/, U, Th and K for the differen"t -types 
of rocks listed in Tanle I. 
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TABLE 
Amount Qer metric ton {or Q~ml 
Type of rock SiOf , 
Uranium, 9 Thor; um, 9 Potass ; urn, 9 
App ox wt. % 
Granite 70 9.0 20.0 34 
Granodiorite 66 7.7 18.0 25 
Diorite 60 4.0 6.0 17 
Central basalts 50 
Continental 3.5 9.1 19 
Oceanic 3.6 7.1 18 
Plateau basalt 2.2 5.0 8 
" Gabbro 50 2.4 5.1 
7 
Eclogite 1.0 1.8 
4 
Peridotite 43 1.5 3.3 8 
Ounite 40 1.4 3.4 0.3 
(After Katz and Rabinowitch, 1951) 
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. +6 +2 is associated with iron sulfldes, the (U 02) complex may be retained 
for sometime at the outcrop by its adsorption on the ferric oxide of the 
gossan (McKelvey et al., 1955). This might be one of the reasons w~Y the 
radioactivity ;n the graphitic pyrite-bearing ~Iite in Kitts and 
Long Island showings is higher in localities whefi pyrite ass!mblages 
are covered by ferric oxide coatings. 







' Perio (1953) concluded that the region of compounds 
of var.iable composition with the structures and parameters of U02 
(corresponding to natural pitchblendes) extends to 140°C. In the 
region of higher temperatures, the compound U02 is stable in mixtures 
with other uranium compounds of constant c(Jllpos1tion. 
Uraninite is easily oxidized and destroyed on weathering. but 
+4 most of the other U minerals are not. Presumably continued oxidation 
+4 . +L of the U ton in fairly pure U 1)2 to the hexavalent state is pennitted 
£> 
by the removal of friable and soluble oxidation products. whereas. in 
those compounds in which U+4 is a minor substituent, it is protected 
fro. attack by the surrounding unoxidizab1e ions (McKelvey ~.» 1955). 
One of the ~st striking 'and persistent features of uranium 
mineralization. particularly of uranium veins. is its association with 
hematitic alteration. The association of hematite with pitchblende is 
so consistent that, in many districts, hematite staining is widely used 
by prospectors as a guide in the search for uranium deposits. In 








" ' ~ 
, 
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associated , but hydrothennal uranium veins are notable for their low 
thorium content . In them, uranium occurs chiefly as uraninite. This 
segregation of uranium suggests the possibility that an oxidation of 
d . I uranium to the hexavalent state may precede eposltion in veins . In 
. +4 ' ( +6 )'+2 
other words, an oxidation of U to U 02 at a late magmatic stage 
might permit the (u+602 )+2 ' to be carried away in solution. and 
... . +4 +6 +2 
separated from t~e unoxiduab1e Th . In tum (U 02) might be 
reduced to fonn pitchblende in veins (McKelvey et al., 1955). Pha; r' s 
(19~) studies of high and low uran-;1J11 bostonite dikes indicates 
uranium is released to vein solution's by an'oxidation reaction. 
The widespread association of uraninfte and hematite in vein 
deposits also may ~e explained by such ' a hypothesis. The reaction 
goes 
wide 
3HZO + 2Fe +2 + (u+60 )+2 --+ Fe 0 + U+40 2 . 2 3 2 
to completion (U+602}+ZK~10-6) at 25°C at pH=4 and 
+2 
range of Fe concentration (McKelvey et a1., 1955) 
UranfUIQ, in the de'posits under invesi1gation, (J(.;J[.ur:. 
sediments and/or metavolcanics, i.e. partly _1tl!llllnrl~1lI'I 
in meta-
and volcanic rocks. and although in general the cts Of 1IIetUlOrphislll 
on the distr:-ibutfon of trace elements Ire not known, nUlllerous 
studies (e.g. ' Taylor. 1965) have shown that fer of material takes 
p lace over dis tances C)f · a few centimeters. Heier and Adams (19~S) 
found that high grade metamorphic rocks re s1gn1 ficantly, lower in ,Tn 
';./ 
and U than their chemical counterp3 
claim that the evidence for the 
It lower metamorphic grade. They 
rphic differentiation of Th a~d 
", 
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U indicates that much of the Th and U In these rocks cannot be located 
1n "inert" minerals such as zircon or other resistates. Pliler 
and Adams (1962) showed that Th 1n the Mancos shale was associated 
with the clay fraction, either in clay-size detrital resistate particles 
.or adsorbed directly on the clay itself. leaching experiments showed 
that most of the Th was available for leaching by acid, Implying that 
Th is predominantly fixed in adsorption posHions on the clay minerals, 
. . 
and does not necessarily occur in primary resistate minerals. In the 
case of U they . found that the importance of the various sites for tt:i s 
element in the 14ancos shale is extremely variable. [t appeared that as 
Jruch as 75 per cent and as little as 25 per cent of the U in the sha1es 
could be interpreted as being held in ·resistate minerals. This variation 
fn "leachable" uranium within the same sedimentary rock may provide the 
. explanation for the variable U concentrations 1n the paragnefsses. 
Progressive metamotphhlll leads to a gradual disappearance of 
"sheet silicates" which are the structures with the highest capacity 
for holding foreign ions to adsorption positions (Heier and Adams, 1965). 
According to thea! Granulite facies conditions JIIi1lrk the .final breakdown 
of "micaceous· structures. and it is possible that proportionally a much 
more dominant part of Th and U 15 present in res1state minerals in these 
rocks. The behavior of U and Th during progressive metamorphism has 
been studied also by Yennolayev and Zhidtkova (1966) and yel"ftl)layev 
(197i,1973). They found that · uranillll and thari .. tend to migrate into 
the-upper parts of the Eart~ 's cr~st during extensive transfonnations 
, 















measurements (Yenno1ayev and .Zhidikova. 1966). Uranium begins to be 
mobilized and lost from rocks at low grades of regional metamorphism 
and with progress i ve contact metalOOrphi sm. As the grade of progress; ve 
metamorphism increases. thorium also becomes mobilized. and the Th/U 
ratio gradually falls during metamorphism as T and P increase. Extensive 
progress1v8 .metamorphism of sediments and volcanics cause the products 
in the initial stage of ultra-metamorphism to have extremely low 
I 
concentr~tions of the radioelementSi the uranium and thorium are 
carried into the upper part of the farth I s crust along with displaced 
water and carbon dioxide (Yennolayev. 1973). This tendency persists 
untfl the general melting of the rock durfng ultrametamorphism. High 
grade ultrametamrophism is accompanied by mobilizatfon of U and Th. 
together with the product'on'of melts with elevated radioactivity. 
The res~lting crystalline rocks play a decisive part in the emplacement 
of the highly radioactive granite component of the Earth's continental 
crust. The retrogressive stage of regional Or contact metallOrphism 
represents a transftional lirik in the geochemhtry of the r4d1oelements 
fran metamorphiC to hydrothe.nnal · ore formation . . Retrogressfve 1lle1&-
morphism evolves, as regards P and Th. fro. regional radfoel~nt 
migration to local metasomatic accumulation of radioeleaents (Yer.olayev. 
1973). 
According to Yermo1ayev.(1971) there are th~e types of extraction 
IDechan''1s111 for U as progress ive _talllOrph i 511 i ncnases: 
(a) Recrystallization (blas!esis). which pnoduces temporary supersaturation 
, ,0.:. 
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of intersitial solutions with uranium and other trace components; 
( (b) Uranium 1s adsorbed onto surface films and solutions in the pores. 
and is released from surface films into pore solutions. a process favoured 
by the considerable reduction in surface areas during recrystallization . 
. Acco.r<ling to Yenoolayev. these two mechanisms predetennfne the migration 
of uranium in areas of regional and contact metamorphi'sm. 
(c) Dissol utton of uranium carrier mineral s is promoted during ultra-
metamorphi~ (granitizat1on). which is accompanied by transport of some 
rock-forming components (Fe. Tf. Mg) to lower metamorphi c grades 
Original sedimentary composition controls uranium distribution in rock 
recrystallization. Uranium 1s least likely to be redeposited with 
substances having little affinity with ura~ium hydroxide and uranium 
ions (quartz and feldspars). Minerals of Fe. Ti. Zr and tile Rare Earths 
actively take up U frail the solution on recrystallization (Yenoolayev. 
1971 ). 
Traces of ore elements are not released 1n recrystallization if 
the crystals are 1n equil1brium with the solut10ns. but this may occur 
if the recrystallization 'involves a lIItdiulI with a different composition 
from theequilibf1um solution (Yermol~v. 1971). 
Adams et al. (1959) suggested that it would be of great interest 
. . 
to compare the'distributjon of thorium and uranium tn the ~1nerals of 
metamorphic rocks relative to thei.r d1st .. fbutfon i" lIIc1~atic rocks. They 
, . 
state that t~ part,hl separation of thorfum and urani"" ~tfng weathering 
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Figure 6. The fractionation of uranium and thorium during weathering 





l diag~d in Fig. 6. 
According to them a considerable fraction, perhaps IOOre than two-
thirds, of the ,thorium and uranium from igneous source rocks is thought 
to be transported in reststate minerals such as z;rcon,lOOnazite, etc . . 
These resist,ates are largely 'of silt and sub-silt size so that they are 
deposite~mainly in the shales. 
Adams et al. (1959) state that the ~all grain size of these 
resistates 1s indicated by auto-radiographic studies and the observation 
of the centres of pleochroiC hal'*s. Furthe~ reduction in grain size 
would be caused by abrasion during transport and they claim that a well-
mixed, homogeneous ~ite of fine-grained resistate minerals 1n commoQ 
shales would explain the strong similarities observed in the thorium, 
uranium and zirconium contents of COfl'llK)n shales as compared with the 
average igneous source rocks. 
leonova and Teuson (1958) have found that experiments 1n leaching 
, ~ 
of uranium from zircon showed that its presence cannot be ascribed to 
isomorphism with zirconium alone. The treatment of zircon with weak 
so 1 vents g1 yes a lmst no urani URI, ',...11 e treatment wi th concentrated Hel 
extracts about 30 per cent of the uranium. According to them the zircon 
1s not decomposed by hydrochloric acid and the uranium extra~ted in this 
case must playa different role in the structure of this mineral. They 
found evidence that, of the uranilJll found in biotites, not more than 10 
per, cent can be credited to the inclusion of zircon ~d hence the lllain 
mass of uranium is in biotite itself. They treated biotite with different 











solvents and they found that sorption plays an important role, but the 
possibility of isomorphous substitution is not excluded. The probability 
of the latter is increased by the fact that biotite is capable of 
capturing a number of rare elements. Their leaching experiments of 
uranium from quartz, potassium feldspar and plagiocalse showed that the 
extraction ~ounted to 100 per cent, with a canplete preservation of the 
crystal lattice of the host mineral. 
leonova and Tauson (1958) also point out that the separation of 
uranium occurring in rocks into diadochic (structural uranium) and non-
diadochic' (leachable uranium) has a definite geochemical meaning. for 
it distinguishes uranium strongly bound in the lattices of the minerals 
from that ~ich is --'lot bound and may easily migrate from the rods. under 
the action of speciJic natural or artificial solvents, without destruction 
of the 1attice~of the essential or accessory minerals. Also 1n their 
discussion , they under' ie the fact that the lIineralogical character of 
the inclusions wah non-dfadochic uranium is very important. Neuerberg 
0956} dhtinguishes six modes of uranium occurrence in rocks and in only 
one of these is uranium diadochic. 
-Leonova dnd Pogiblova (1961) examined the distribution of uranium 
among ~e~inerals in syenites and alaskites. They found that the feldspars 
.of syenites are from 2 to 3 times richer in urar ium than the feldspars of 
the alaskites. Also in the alaskites biotite is always more radioactive 
than in hornblende but in .sye~ites biotite is always poorer in uranium. 
while hornblende and pyroxene have a relatively high urani~ content. 
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According to the same authors, in alaskites uranium is accumulated by 
biotite (15-20 per cent of total uranil611), while in the syenites it is 
accumulated by hornblende and pyroxene. 
Baranov and Du lieh-T'ien (1961) found that most of the uranium, 
67 per cent on the average, is concentrated in the accessory minerals. 
and the remaining 33 per cent appears in the essential minerals of 
Kyzyltan granites, USSR. They also found that the variation in the 
ratio of the uranium content in the accessory minerals to its content 
in the essential minerals. Ua/Ue, is related to the grain size of the 
rock, i.e. to the rate of crystallization of the magma. In the finer~ 
grained rocks formed from rapidly crystallized magma the essential 
minerals captured more of the uranium present in the magma than did 
the same minerals of the coarse-grained rocks. in which by far the 
larger part of the uranium occurs in the accessory minerals. 
Yenmolayev (1973) states that the radioactive elements are 
removed from t~ host lattice by recrystallization and production of 
n~ structural groups. According to him, hydrohematite, b-FeO·OH releases 
the isostructural uranyl dehydrate when it is al tered to hematite. 
Krylov and Atrashenok (1959) examined the mode of occurrence of 
uranium in granites. _They believe that for the understanding of the 
fonn of occurrence of dispersed uranium the leaching of magnettt.e is of 
special interest. It is improbabl.e that uranium 1S d1adochlc in mag'net1te, 
but it must be present in it in the form of independent co~unds. Accord-




and if so, it should be easily leached out. 
Autoradiographs of granites (Picciotto, 1950) indicate that 
thorium and uranium occur in very small mineral or liql5lid inclusions in 
the Quartz, and~ _ tl1e _ aM-l-ystS" -of-q-uartz in beach sands (Murray and Adams, 
19S9f indicates that about 5 per cent of the thorium and uranium in 
granites can be expected to be so fixed in the quartz. 
It. has betfl noted (Neuerburg. 1956; Gerasimovskiy, 1957) that 
uranium takes a variety of forms in rock-forming and accessory minerals. 
Neutron activation plus fission-track recording is a highly selective 
technique to determine the mode of uranium distribution. For instanC€, 
it has been shown (Komarovand Shukolyukov, 1966; Komarov et a1., 1967) 
that most of the U in sphene and biotite is localized in the periphery 
of the gratn and at the surface. This distribution indicates that u 
can be extracted by dissolution into the aqueous phase produced during 
~. i 
metamorphism and also during recrystall ization of a host mineral 
(concentrator) (Yennolayev ,1971). 
Krauskoff (1967) states that metaJOOrphism of fine grained rocks 
to hornfelses or phyllites produces no detectable change in rare-metal 
contnet, unless the rocks have been permeated by solutions during the 
/ 
metamorphic process. At higher grades of metamorphism the minor elements 
redistribute themselves locally aroong the growing crystals of new minerals, 
but again the overall concentrations do not change markedly unless 
IOOvement of solutions has played an important role. Since some sedimentary 





~ carbona tes (see Turek i an and Wedepoh 1, i 961) a study of these e 1 ernen t s 
in metamorphic rocks provides a possible way to guess at the nature of 
the premetamorphic material. When metaroorphism reaches the ultimate 
stage of .partial melting, the minor elements go into the mel t. and then 
recrystall ize from the melt according to the pattern they foll ow for 
igneous rocks 
None of the rock formations under investigation has reached the 
stage of partial melting sinc.! the main mineralogical assent>l age in the 
! 
All1ik series (albite, epidote, chlorite, hornblende, biotite, st11plOO1e1ane, 
microcline. quartz, sphene and andradite) indicate regional metamorphism 
in the greenschist-amphibolite facies (Wedepohl. 1971; Turner, 1968). In 
this case it is expected that uranium may be present either in resitate 
minerals or adsorbed on sheet silicates. 
o 
The principal conclusion of this review h that the uranium 
content of each rock reflects a canp1icated .history and a range of host 
mineralogy. Neuerburg (1956) has pointed out that the total uranium 
contents of igneous rocks are dynamic quantiti es that cannot be referred 
to any single event and that are probably.changing from day to day by 
some infini tesimal ~unt . 
. The genesis of uranilJll deposits associated with the metaroorphic 
rocks of Labrador appear to be compl i cated because the uranium has been 
affected by more than a single event and the mineralogical distribution 











TRACE ELEMENT GEOCHEMI STRY AND MINERALOGY OF SOME 
URANIUM DEPOSITS OF .LABRADOR 
3.1 Introduction 
Beavan (1958) Classified the uranium occurrences of Labrador as 
fo 11 ows: 





e.g. R1ce Lake. 
Mineralization in sedimentary rocks (Kitts Pond showing). 
Mineralized fault zones (Pitch Lake showing). and 
Radioactive minerals in granitic rocks (Ail1ik). 
Ruzicka (1971) classified the Labrador uranium occurrences into 
five genet i.e types: 





A sedimentary-metamorphic type which is represented by disseminations, 
mainly confined to metamorphosed quartzites (Michelin showing). 
Pitchblende mineralization in veins and disseminations (usually 
associated with quartz-carbonate gangue material) confined to 
graphitic argillites, tuffs and tuffites locally interbedded with 
amphibolites (Nash Lakeshowfng~. 
Uranium mineralization in shear and fault zones (Rice Lake, Pitch 
Lake showing). 
.• 





blende is as a rule botryoidal and replaces hematite (No examples 
given and none found in the present study area). 
According to Barua (1969), uranium mineralization in the Aillik 
series occurs in': 
a) Felsic volcanic and less commonly subvolcanic rocks, and 
b) tuffaceous, and argi 11aceous horizons. 
(a) Associat;ol'ls of uranium and felsic volcanic rocks pre-
dominate in the Michel in area and to a lesser extent in the Kaipok'Ok-
Aillik areas, e.g. Witch LaKe showing, Sunil showing, etc. Uranium in 
these deposits originated in hydrothennal fluids which coexisted with 
volcanic activity, while later leaching and redeposition along shear 
planes and fractures was responsible for concentrating uranium. The .. 
superimpos ition of "shearing" and secondary enrichnent (leaching and 
redeposition) on suitable felsic igneous rocks primarily enriched in U 
by synvolcaruc metasomatic fluids may be prerequisite in producin,g 
uranium concentrations of economic interest. 
(b) Uran1um associated with tuffaceous and artillaceous 
horizons 15 found predominantly within the Kaipokok Belt and it is also 
a product of synvolcanic metasomatizing fluids. In these rocks a two 
stage process was envisioned by Barua (1969): 
1. Primary precipitation of U with the deposition of tuffs and 
argillites (very fine grained basic tuffs), and 
2. ' secondary leaching and concentration of uranium in bedding planes, 






As can be seen, there is a general classification of the uranium 
deposits on the basis of field observations but no systematic study of 
the chemistry and mineralogy has been done. However, this would appear 
necessary ' to a proper understanding of the mode of uranium occurrence 
and controls on its distribution in the variety of metasedimentary and 
metavolcanic rocks 'of the area. 
Evidence of hydrothermal activity related with fluorite, copper 
.' 
and uranium mineralization in some showings, e.g. Michelin. Shoal Lake 
showing. gives rise to some pertinent questions. e.g.: 





bearing solutions-temperature. pH. redox potential during 
tran~port and deposition? 
By what means cUd they reach the' sites of'deposition? 
What physical or chemical factors defined the favorable 
deposition conditions? 
How were the solutions able to travel for some distances 
within the favorable formations without deposition taking 
place? 
Nicholls (1958) and Nicholls and Loring (1962) have discussed 
the problems of interpreting trace element data in sediments. According 
to them. some elements will occur mainly in the detrital fraction. for 
example. zirconium. Taylor (1962) has considered the presence of high 
" 
Zr in metamorphic rocks to be contributory evidence for a sedimentary 
parent. Other elemen~s such as Rb and Sr may occur principany in the 
non-detrital fraction and according to TlYlor (1965) Zr/Rb ratios should 
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ipdicate the relative proportions of ~etrital and non-detrital fractions, 
and should, in the ideal case, decrease from the margins of a basin 
towards the center. · Based on these observations the ratio of Zr was lffi" 
plotted versU6 uranium in an attempt to see if~here is any correlation 
between the uranium content and the "detrital" and "non-detrital· 
portion of the samples. 
Fig. 7 shows that in Michelin, M. Ben and Mclean high uranium 
is concentrated in the "non-detrital" portions of the samples while in 
Rainbow high uranium~soc1ated with the "detri tal" portion of the 
J 
samples. Such a subdivision was not made for the Witch, Nash, Kitts 
and long Island showings. 
Samples from three showings (Michelin, Rainbow and Witch Lake 
showings) were analysed ·for Ra in order to test the. equilibrium Ra /U. 
The concept of equilibrium becomes important geologically when the 
amount of uranium in a rock sample is detennined by measuring the 
radioactivity. If one or' more of the daughters or parent is partiany 
or completely removed from the seties, a state of disequilibrium 'will 
I 
occur. Then the measured radioactivity may not show the same relation-
ship to the content of uranium (or the other series member) as it does 
under equilibrium conditions. If the absent nucl1de is sho~t-lived. 
thousands of years may be required to regain equilibrium (about 390,000 
years after the parent U-283 is deposited). 
The most important forms of uranium disequilibrium are: 
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Figure 7. Plot of Zr/Rb versus U for Michelin, Rainbow, M. Ben and McLean 





. rado", the gaseous member of the uranium series; 
. 
2) deficiency of daughters, especially the radium group, as a result 
of;nsufficlent time to attain equilibrium after deposition of the 
parent or leaching of the daughters. 
3) deficiency of parent uranium because of preferential depos Hion 
of daughters, especially the radium group. 
Certain of the radilJll group nuclides are the most strongly gama-
radioactive ~ers of the uranium series while the urarlium isotopes are 
\.. 
only weakly radioactive. Hence, the first two types 'of uranhn dis-
equilibrium result in sources that are relatively enriched in uraiii:J11 
but relatively weak. in galllM radioactivity. The third type of dis-
equilibrium produces strongly radioactive sources with little or no 
uranium. Of course; uranium deposits in equilibrium will also be strongly -
radioactive (McPhar Geophysics, Geological Appl ications of Portable 
GanIM-ray Spectrometers, Parts J and II). 
From the Ra ' ,U ratfos obtained, and from the fact that all the 
uraniUIII ~pos1ts an! strongly radioactive\' it is concluded that uranium 
15 in equilibriUII wfth its daughter products. By taking into consideration 
the primary uranium mineralization and ti;at the half:lffe of u
238 
is 
4.51 x 109 years and that of u235 is 7.13 x 108 years, it cannot be 
argued that the uranium has been transported, redeposited and regained 
equi11br;u~ since Precambrian times. This feature provides evidence 













3.2 Michelin Uranium Deposit, 
The host rock of the Michelin uranium deposit fs characterized 
by alternating bands of quartzofeldspathic material with a schistose 
texture usually dominated by hornblende, strfking N 65°-BOoE and dipping 
45°-60 0 South . The bands are generally not continuous . over long distances 
but lens out within 2-15 em. They are, however, thin compared with their 
lateral extent. Feldspar porphyroblasts gfve an augen structure to the 
rock. The hfghly mineralized rock has a pink coloration due to disseminated 
hematite. The barren rock is white and consists predominantly of quartzo-
feldspathic lIaterial. 
The -area has a relatively 10\1/ rel ief and is drift-covered. with 
numerous boulde~s. which appear to be native to the area and close to 
th&ir source. Some of the boulders are strongly radioactive and similar 
1 n Ii tho 1 oqy to the m1 nera 11zed zone. 
There is a distinct difference in mineralogy between. the low and 
the highly minerai ized;;;~k as can tie'seen in Table II. The highly 
mineralized rocks are characterized by a higher content of cmnon horn-
blende, sadie 5I1phibole and the presence of zfrcOn, pyroxene (aeg1rine-
augite). biot i te-.hemat f te. s til p lOll! lane and IIfno·r cal cite. The lllafn 
radioactive mineral appears to be davidite rimmed by sphene and is 
found wi thin the feldspar porphyrobhsts and also associated. with the 
IlII1phiboles (Plates I, II and vI). Davidfte, an 1l1-defined mineral 
chemically, conU 1nfng chiefly ox1 des of Titan hili and iron. plus variable 
MIOunts of rare earths of the Cerium Group; U, V and Cr. (D _~ Arcy. 1947). 
. " 
'. ' ~ 
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Alkali metamorphism is usually seen in the vicinity of carbonate 
alkali-syenite' conp1exes (Mckie, 1966). Granite gneisses become trans-
formed to fenltes whose principal constituents are alkali feldspars 
(orthoclase or albite) and aegirine or sodic amphibole; and there are 
numerous cases in which the fenite envelope is clearly related to a 
carbonatite contact (e.g. Von Eckermann, 1961. Dawson, 1964; Suther-
land, 1965, p. 367. Paarma, 1970). The mineralogical assemblage of 
the Hi che 11 n liran i urn depos it (sod i c amph i bo 1 e. sod; c pyroxene, alb i te) 
and the presence of car~natites in the vicinity of Makkovik (King, 
1963. Hawkins. personal communication) suggest that fenitization 
processes might have taken place in the area. 
The Ba content of the lithosphere (Turekian and Wedepohl, 1961 
and Vinogradov, 1962) averages around 840 ppm for low Ca ' acidic rocks. 
830 for granites, and alkalic rock such as syenites contain the most Ba 
(1600 ppm). POSSibly an alkalic ' rock could be the original source of 
the Michelin uranillll showing whose part of Ba was removed dudng weather-
ing. Althoughfenitizatlon seriously affected the Michelin host rock. 
its detrital nature is indicated by the round zircon crystals which are 
located .ainly between grain boundaries. 
Trace el~nt concentratiOfls and various statistical parameters , 
J 
for those rocks are given in Tables I II to V. Ccnpared to the average 
trace element concentrations of metasedimentary schists and quartzo-
fe1dspathic gneisses (Table vI). the quartz feldspar porphyry of the 
Michelin uranium deposit has a ' relatively higher Zr. Zn and Ba content 
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and lower Sr. Rb. Cll. Ni and Cr content. 
Rubidium/strontium ratios in these rocks range from 0.04 to 5 
(Fig. 8). · The highly mineralized samples fall within t{le trachyte field 
and thei r RblSr ratios range from 0.08 to 5. However. the full range of 
these samples outside igneous fields in Fig. 8 suggest that the protolith 
. ~ 
was not an igneous rock. 
Patterns of other trace element distribution can be seen in 
Fig. 9-10 . Some trends are comparable to those found In igneous rocks. 
e.g. positive correlation of Ba vs Sr (Fig. 9a) and presumably reflect 
residual igneous trends preserved hi the clastic sediments. 
There is no correlation between Cu-Sr, Ni-Sr and Cr-Sr, i . e. 
no variation in Cu. Ni. ,Cr (Fig. 9b. c, g) and no simple relations 
exist between Rb-Sr, Zr-Sr and Zn-Sr (Fig. 9d, e. f). Mineralogy and 
field evidence indicate fenitiz~tion processes; high uranium content is 
associated with higher content of sodic amphibole~ and K-feldspars . If 
~ these minerals are the Rb-bearing minerals then the positive correlation 
of Rb vs U is explicable. The dominance of K-feldspars i n the strongly 
mineralized saq>les ·could ~ responsible for the pattem Sa vs U (Fig. lOe). 
No simple relations exist between Sr-U and Zn-U (Fig. lOb, c) and there 
is no correlation between Cr-U. Zr-U. Cu-U or Ni-U (Fig. lOd, f. 9, h). 
This poor Zr/U correlation. the existence ~f primary radioactive lIIinerals, 
and the non-metamfct nature of the zircon crystals indicate that no 
significant proportion of the uranium is held in the 'zircon, although the 
exi sting correlation could be attributed to uranium adsorbed dnto the 







uranium mineralization in the Michelin showing are sUrmlarized below: 
Syngenetic 
Daughter products of uranium 1n fresh looking rock samples are in radio-
active equilibriu~. · 
Round zircon crystah between grain boundaries indicating Idetrital 
nature of the host rock. 
- Uranium is more or less uniformly distributed .laterally (parallel to 
stratification) but changes abruptly vertically (acrOSS stratificatiOfl) 
with change in rock type. 
- Stratiform shape of the deposit. 
Epigenetic, metasomatic, hypogene 
- Positive correlation U-Rb. 
Presence of purplish fluorite. 
-











Modal analyses of rock samples from Michel1n; all values are expressed 
. as volume percentages. 
Sample 
Nuni>er 
Low mineralized rock 




andesine). microcline . 
ConmQR. homb 1 ende an d 
sodk ,' amphibole associated 






5 (roost 1y 
pyrite and 
magneti tel 
High mineralized rock 







mineral s) minor 
magnet1 te and 
pyri ,te . 
,Other minerals . include zircon. pyroxene (intermediate between aegirine 
and augite) bintite, hematite, st1'p,ome'ane. calcite. 
The groundmass consists predominantly of quartz arranged in granoblastic-
polygonal texture where straight boundaries and triple points are a 
cOIIIIIOn feature. 
I 






MICHEL IN URA~.ruM DEPOSIT 
(values in ppm) Equil1b-Sample Radioact;lI- rium NO. Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu Sa Ni Cr U it~ CIS Ra/U 
1 840 ,.~ 32 27 146 4 194 20 3 1500 90 '.; 2 499 74 74 84 7 1306 19 8 10 50 100 3 715 50 99 240 1 384 24 6 4700 ;70 90 4 817 47 81 210 2 463 22 7 3500 480 90 4' 814 44 79 207 2 446 22 6 3500 90 5 962 45 46 234 171 22 9 1900 120 90 6 701 53 1~2 228 2 383 24 4 5400 270 100 7 667 47 . 7 239 1 408 23 6 5300 200 90 8 499 118 25 161 » 2 627 20 5 1300 270 90 9 808 ~6 45 205 1 254 21 7 2200 200 90 10 626 33 17 151 1 259 18 7 560 50 90 11 718 27 13 148 1 162 19 8 400 90 110 12 427 110 79 271 6 753 22 3 4000 300 100 12' 409 118 77 273 6 770 22 3 4300 90 13 447 101 67 42 3 639 22 3 3500 330 90 14 409 182 51 575 18 . 2055 22 4 2700 80 130 15 365 154 50 524 14 1414 22 3 2400 150 16 342 III 77' 500 9 1194 23 3 3800 80 130 17 M7 46 76 107 2 504 22 2 3500 230 100 17 I 4JJ 46 72 107 1 521 22 2 3600 100 18 470 65 3 99 3 1348 19 4 ISO. 80 19 644 103 30 196 748 H 5 1500 130 140 20 610 93 28 275 634 19 4 1400 100 110 21 571 106 18 147 1 419 19 5 1100 90 100 22 520 89 68 152 .8 893 22 2 3600 250 100 23 567 65 65 301 5 834 22 4 3700 240 100 24 659 135 30 125 1 713 20 4 1600 70 110 25 601 84 22 180 0 870 19 3 1200 100 140 26 844 47 56 231 0 182 21 7 2600 160 100 
.. 







































































































Equ il ; b-
Radioacti v- rium 
Cr U itt CIS Ra/U 
3 3700 210 110 
2 3800 110 
2 4400 380 100 
2 4200 180 100 
1 3700 240 100 
4000 110 
147 400 120 100 
7 S{) 50 80 
3 40 55 70 
3 30 55 70 
4 80 50 80 
5 60 50 80 
7 20 50 100 -... 
5 30 70 
• 




MICHELIN URANIUM DEPOSIT 
Correlation ~trix calculation for 38 sets of data 
Variable Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu Sa Nt Cr U 
" 
Zr 1.000 -0.227 0.175 0.131 -0.356 -0.294 -0.247 -0.259 0.391 
Sr 1.000 0.326 0.210 0.704 0.555 0.647 0.590 0.182 
Rb 1.000 0.258 0.240 0.252 0.301 0.230 0.684 
Zn 1.000 ":0.035 0.196 -0.061 -0.149 0.468 
Cu T ,000 0.043 0.980 0.973 -0.128 
Sa 1.000 -0.071 -0.120 0.176 
Nt 
! -, 
1.000 0.984 -0.041 
Cr / 





? MICHELIN URANIUM DEPOSIT 
'--" , 
951 'Confidence 
Element Mean STD Interval for Mean 
Zr 528 32 463 - 592 
Sr 88 10 66 - 109 
Rb 50 5 38 62 
Zn 193 20 151 - 234 
Cu 7 3 0 14 
Sa 897 113 671 - 1124 
Hi 22 1 18 26 
Cr 8 3 0 15 
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TABLE VI 
Average trace element concentrations (in parts per mfllion) of metasedimentary schists, 
comparable ave~ quartzofe1dspathic gneisses, (After Bowes, 1972), and the 
" uranium deposi sunder "investfgation. . ? 
/ 
U Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu Sa Ni Cr 
Metlsedimenta~y schists 166 . 149 95 151 78 411 97 305 
Qulrtzofe1dspath1c gneisses 127 497 61 33 44 903 18 50 
Michelin 2111 517 90 50 197 7 897 22 8 c..; \C 
Rainbow 623 1040 lOBO 48 128 10 350 39 540 
/It, Ben 1118 794 52 30 270 5 69 22 17 
~Leln 383 686 147 38 85 203 202 32 28 
Witch 260 172 291 40 71 133 510 60 33 
Nash 1570 91 314 54 209 113 158 94 327 
Kitts 351 11-1 131 63 151 223 284 ° 54 91 
\ 
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Figure 8. Plots of Rb V5 Sr for the r~ichelin -
uranium deposit. (See text). _ 
(Diagram after Kistler -and Peterman, 
1973) . 
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a. Arrows 1, 2 and 3 indicate radioactive opaque minerals identified 
by autoradiography (see PLATE III). Possibly davidite rimmed by 
sphene. Similar radioactive minerals are present in the green 
aggrega te which consists mostly of hornblende. 
b. Same as in (a) under crossed Nichols. Michelin uranium deposit. 
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PLATE II 
1 0 .25 
a 
b 
a. Radioactive mineral 3 indicated in PLATE I under higher magnification 
1. unidentified primary uranium mineral; possibly davidite 
2. sphene replacing davidite 
b. Rad ioactive mineral 1 i ndicated in PLATE I 
1. possi bly davidite 
2. sphene with remnants of the original davidite 
. 3. sphene surrounded by davidite 







Autoradiograph of thin section shown in PLATE I. Arrows 1', 2' 
and 3 1 show minerals ,1, 2 and 3 in PLATE I. Exposure 120 hours. 
Michelin uranium deposit, Labrador. 
Autoradiograph of uranium rich boulder, Rainbow type (7,700 ppm). 
The radioacti ve minerals are not easily identified with conventional 
means. Arrow shows fracture filled with radioactive material. 
PLATE IV 
b 
a. Arrow 2 shows sodic amphibole enclosing tiny opaque possibly 
radioactive minerals (Arrow 1). 
Arrow 3 shows i ntergranular opaque radioactive material. 
b. Same as in (a) under crossed Nicols. Michelin Uranium Deposit. 
Note: The hal oes may not be caused by radioactivity; see text. 




a. Typ ical mine ral assemblage of the Michelin uranium deposit 
1. Possi bly radioactive grain 
2 . Sphene 
b. Part 3 in (a) under higher magnification 
1. Radioactive aggregate 2. Sodic amphibole 
3 . Hemati te (possible source of leachable uranium) 
4. Stilp lomelane 
- ..... v 
PLATE VI 
. -.,- • 
- . 
~ 
- -, " --
J.:. ~ "r: .-'~~. 
~ .. ~ t 
a 
b 
~. Radioactive opaque mineral partly altered to sphene~ ' located within 
a plagioclase porphyroblast 
1. sphene 
2. opaque 
b. Same as in (a) under crossed Nicols 
Michelin uranium deposit 
- ~J -
PLATE VII 
Radioac tive mineral in PLATE VI under higher magnification. 
Note the similarity in the shape of the grain and the grain 
indicated by Arrow 1 in PLATE I. 
Michelin uranium deposit. 
• 
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PLATE VI I I 
O.Smm , 
Arrows 1, and 2 show aggregates of radioactive mineral s; 3 
sodi c amphi-bole. 
Miche lin urani um depsoit. 
- 51 
PLATE IX 
Uraniferous fe1dspathic quartzite. Primary uranium mineralization 
of unknown composition (possibly davidite) ;s confined to 





a. The latest manifestation of igneous activity in the area around 
the Michelin deposit are uranium depleted quartz veins from which 
a swarm of lateral apoyhyses cut the adjacent rock across the 
folia tion. 
b. Close up photo. 
• 
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3.3 Rainbow Uranium Deposit 
The Rainbow uranium deposit is found in a mafic metavolcanic rock 
which fonns part of a HE striking series of acid and basic metavolcanic 
rocks dipping steeply to the south and ,\in9 unconfonnab1y on the gneissic 
basement. Uranium 1s more or less un,i:o"ly distributed laterally 
(parallel to stratification) but changes abruptly vertically (across 
stratification) with change in rock type. 
A modal analysis of a representative mineralized rock sample 
frOm this showing 1s given 1n Table VII. Small opaque grains surrounded 
by a halo within the plagioclase and quartt-' crysta1s (Plate xI) are 
possibly the radioactive minerals in the Rainbow deposit. although no 
auto~adiographs are ~ai1able. However, an autoradiograph of a high 
.ineralized boulder of "Rainbow type" (Plate Ill) indicated clearly the 
presence of similar radioactive grains. 
" 
Trace element concentrations and other statistical paraEters 
are indicated in Tables VIII to X. 
Plots of R~ vs Sr' (Fig. II) range between RbISr 0.01 and 0.05 
and a 11 of thetft fall w;'thi n the andes; te fi e 1 d. Ca.pared to the average 
, , ., 
trace element concentrations of metasedimentary schists and quartzo-
feldspath1c gneisses (Table VI). the RI1nbow \lletavolcanic rock is 
characterized by a relatively higher. Zr. Sr and In content and lower 
Rb. Cu, Ba. Hi and Er content. 
Patterns of other trace element distributions can be seen 1n Figs. 






exist between trace elements vs Sr (Fig. 12). However, 1n some cases, 
similar trends for other showings are 1mportant and for consistency 
. the$e diagrams are included here. The positive correlation between 
Zr-U (Fig. 13f) suggests that a significant proportion of the uranium 
in the Rainbow deposit is held in the structure of the minute .inclusions 
of zircon crystals which occur within the amphiboles and between grain 
boundaries. The low mineralized samples are characterized by a lower 




Calcium: . Na. Rare Eahhs. *. Sr • J8a) 
Titanium: Al. F +3 e • +2 Fe • Mg,. Nb. Ta . ,V. Cr 
Oxygen: OH. F, Cl (Deer et 11.. 1971) 
By taking into consideration that the amph1bole(another Mineral} ~ich 
can accomodate Cr) content is more or less constant 1n the Rainbow samples. 
then the negative correlation of Cr-U (Fig. l3d) .ight be explicable by 
the slightly lower sphene content in the highly aineralized salPles. 
The criteria for distinguishing the possible o~ig1ns of uraniua 
mineralization in the Rainbow showing are su~rized below: 
Syngenetic 
_ Dauthte,r products of uranium in fresh looking rock s~les are in 
radioactive equilibrium 
"- Uranium is more or less unifonnly distributed laterally (parallel to 











with change in rock type. 
Stratiform nature of the deposit. 
There is no evidence that this deposit might be epigenet1c~ 




Modal analyses of a representative mineralized rock sample from Rainbow 






Biotite (iron rich) 
Opaques 
Sphene •• inor epidote 




There" are minute inclusions of z1 rcon in the UlPh1bol. and the biotite 






.t·,: :~  ....... -. ". .. . :... , ~ 
< 
TABLE VI II 
RAINBOW URAHIlJt DEPOSIT , .... , " 
(v.lues in ppn) 
Equ111b-
S...,le -.' Rad1ollctiv- dum 
No • Zr Sr Rb Zn CU Ba Hi 'tr- U 1ty CIS Ra/U 
....... ~ ..... 
~. . 
1~ 1 528 1073 15 ,126 6 214 40 67 500 80 110 
¥," 2 "" :1:- 1110 42 117 27 352 36 75 750 80 
3 7 ·, '1132 16 137 - 6 235 35 56 590 100 
4 196 ·-'--83.3 123 - 157 6 680 S4 90 330 150 70 -
S 2200 lS2~ - ' , < 23 ~.' 114 8 335 35 27 . 800 140 100 
U'I 
..... 
,6 1586 .- '1182 ' It ' - - _ 117 6 337 3S 29 800 140 100 
1 1197 1026 2" 111------ -- ___ 9 1.98 33 33 750 JOO 8 15J6 1149 42 106 ' 9·- ----- --i19 34 38 800 170 90 ~ 
9 1756 1077 _ 21 1~ 10 202" lS 38 700 90 130 ' 
, 
"! 
10 193 689 ·144 143 12 559 48 . 87 210 90 60 
10' . 200 685 135 120 8 S40 4S 80 200 90 
11 Boulder 




/ .. 4;:~ - . ' ,,,,.4jJ!(,,drI,i ... att'i 1.L pYl1fik,,'i " ·.,t: ~~ , .. . ,... .. ,,- .•. . .' .~ ... . ", ;. " ", 
• • -.-....;01 .' .. ,, __ ~.F- " ''' <;;j • . J£:;M..e!lie (" ... t.-,_ "'t'!I'''l'- ',: . WI ' ,# ' .. -- .... ;, ............ , ... , -... -}, .. ~ 
-. 
TABLE IX 
- RAINBOW URANIUM DEPOSIT 
. / 
Correlation .. trix calcu1at1on for 10 Sets of data 
" 
Variable Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu 8. Hi Cr U 
·Zr - 1.000 0.791 -0.612 -0.527 -0.247 -0.486 -0.658 -0.937 
0.784 
-"5r 1.000 ~.762 -0.650 . -0.062 -0.523 -0.716 '-0.743 
0.808 
-----Rb C;I 1.000 0.579 0.078 0.915 0.865 
0.734 -0.806 (,11 
Zn 1.000 -0.208 0.460 0.808 
0.632 -O.7st co 
CU <v- .; 1.000 0.037 -0.118 0.295 
0.145 
81 1.000 0.825 0.648 
-0.631 
: ~1 .1.000 . 0 •. 805 -0.886 , 
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Granoblastic aggregate of quartz3 biotite. metamorphic amphibole 
and plagiocl a~e . . 
1. iron- rich biotite 2. metamorphic amphibole 
i~all opaque i nclusions within plagiocalse and quartz grains. 
ose indicated by Arrows 1 and 2 are surrounded by a halo, and 
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3.4 M. 8e'n Uranium Deposit 
The M. Ben main uranium zone consists of small radioactive show-
ings which are found in a fine to medilB-gra1ned feldspathic quartzite 
which vades in texture from massive to foliated. The strongly mineral-
ized rock is a weakly banded quartzite • ...tlich lacks lenticular structure. ./ 
It shows vfsible lithological variafion from the unmineralized rock, 
with the presence of distinct mafic streaks consisting mainly of ~arnets 
(andradite) and hornblende withradiGi:·ctive opaque minerals as inclusions . 
The mineralized zone is generally striking EIIE-WSW and dipping 
- ~ ~ . 
steeply to the south. The foliation shows the sillle trend. The Michelin 
, . 
uranium deposit is located 17 miles WSW of th,e ... Ben deposit and along 
with other, radioactive showmgs (e .g. Burn,t lake showing) are found 1n 
feldspathic Qu'artzites of .~'!.erally similar lithology Wiich constitute 
part of an extensive fonnation. 
A pas t~deforaatfonal - UlPhiboli ti c Ind a gabb~t c dyke intruding 
the uraniferous quartzite is not radioactive. However:. Salllp]e6 from 
the center of these dykes gav~ 24 and 3 p~ U respectively. The 
s1gn1 ficance of thes~ results becc.es obvfous ~ fro. the fol1owfng: 
Page (1960) calpl1ed evidence that IIOst uran1~ districts of 
the ,world contain IRafic dykes. referred to ~s diabase. basalt, l_prophyre, 
etc. These dike rocks ¥la,y be slightly older or slightly younger than the 
urani..h~posfts. bUt they are all closely related in age. He states 
. , 
that suchSNl1 bodie,S of igneous rocks thftlSelves ·are obviously not 
.the source of ttl~ uranu contained in the depoSits. but they do represent 






' near surface parts of much larger adjacent igneous bodies that could. 
, . 
furnish the uratiiwn solutions. He concludes that interTlletdiate to, basic 
ma~s are probably the soUrce, of most pitchblende-bearing solutions. 
Many uranilJm veins"such as at the Eldorado Mine, Great Bear 
Lake, Canada. show 1 ittle, if any, close associations with si1 icic 
igl)eous rock;cOI'IInOnly diabases are the only manifestations of igneous 
activity of compara~le age J In addition. Mursky (1963 cited by Beck 
(1970) ,has found geochellical and geochronological evidence to suppOrt 
Page's contention that pftchb1ende ores of Great Bear Lake and the 
-- associated diabase dyk.es wer'e derived froll! the 5_ ma9lllltic sou~e. 
, 
The probable age of pitchbl,nde ff'Olll the original discovery in labradOr, 
by lead isotope ratios. is 600 + 30 •• y. (Beavan. 1958) and LallProphyre 
. . - ' " ~ 
dykes 500 to 600 lII.y. (leech et a1., 1963). although King and McMil~ 
(1975) found evidence that" .,sQIIIe lalllProphyre dyk.es have "an age/not older 
than LONer Cretac.eous . 
The uraniu. contllnt in .phibol1te5 gener~l1Y range fro. 2.6 to 
4.1 PPII (Rodgers and A_s , 1969). The highuraniUllcontent (24 ~) of " 
the lIIphibbl~ 11;e clyte- intruding the M. Ben .. in zone provides a further 
, 
geoct.e.icat evidence that possibly the _fie clYkes in the area are 
related to an original sOurce of the unn1u • . • tneral1zation. The 
" 
assot1at1on of .. f1~ dykes and urant .... ineraliut1on in the area is 
in agreellent with Page's observations but "the question of the pr1_ry 
source of urani.- is still sPeculative. and it 15 not kno_ whether it 
. . ", ". 
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" 
wholly derived from crustal rocks by metamorphic remobHtzation or 
whether it has been partly introduced from depths. 
Modal analyses of low and high mineral tzed rock sampJes from 
this showing are given in Table XI. As can be seen, the high mineralized 
rock is characterized by a "high. gamet (andradite) , content which contains 
the opaque radioactive minerals. 
Table XI I shows analyses for total and leachable uranium of 18 
salltP1esfrom the M. Ben deposit. Total uranit.lll was analysed with X-~ay 
fluorescence which measures total uranium content regardless 
of Mineralogy. Fluori_try was used for the seJlli-quantitative analysis. 
8y such an analytical approach one does not extract total urani .. but 
only the acid leachable urant~. As can be seen in this table the ..ount 
of non leachable or\structural uraniUlll is'relatively very high. exceeding 
in t;wG. clSes 50S of the uraniu. content in these saap1es. Only in one 
case (s.ple E14) the non-leachable uran1u. is 'Very lQW (5.41). Fig. 14 
indicates that ~re is poor correlation between Zr and diadochic uranh •• 
-nich suggests that , not .,ch uraniu. is held . in the crystal 1 attice of 
-
zircon. Obviously .st of the d1adochic UTan1u. Est be held in the '_ 
st",cture of other .ineralf such IS sphene. homblende and pos$1bly IS 
• h ' 
inclusions within quartz. feldspars. IIIgIIettteanci pyrite. 
, j 
, Trace ' el.ent eonc:entrat1ons ,..,cl various ' statistical . par.-tars 
, I " 
for these rocks a~. given in Tables IIIl-XV. Plots of Rb vs Sr (Fig. 15) 
,range bet.en Ab/Sr 0.05 and 3. ' The highly mineralized slIIIIples have a 
. ~ , ' . 
high RbCOl'lte~t and they fa.ll in the ' field between tracljyte and dacite • 








As in the Michelin deposit. the full range of those salllPle~ outside 
igneous fields in fig. 15 suggest that the protolith was not an igneous 
rock and probably similar to the Michelin protol1th. 
Other trace element di stribution patterns can be seen in Figs. l6a-
g. l7a-h (numbers 24 -and 26 represent samples from the amphibo11t1c and 
the gabbro dyke). As can be seen in Fi g. 17a. a plot of Rb and U 
separatea the low and the h~ ghly mineralized samples into two groups. A 
1/ ' 
characteristic feature _ is .t.he association of high uraniUIII content with 
high andradite and hornbl~nde conten~s. These minerals .part1cu1a~ly the 
------/ . ~--
, 
difficult to explain since f!O silllPle relations exist between trace 
ele.ents. tblever. 1n SOlI! cases. s1.nar trends for other showings are 
illlPOrtant and for consis~c;y these d1agrUlS are included here. 
The criteria for distinguishing the possible origins of urani .. 
• iner.l 'zition .in the M. Ben showing are s~r'zed below. 
Syngenetic 
Strat1fonl pockets':-O-f utan .... ineral1zat1on • . 
-Absenceof spatial association with lliJor fault zones on .gnlOUs 







_ Positive U-Rb correlation. (This can also reflect residual igneous 




Moda! analyses of rock samples from M. BEN uranium showing. all values 





. materi a 1) \ 
\ 
Opaques (Magnetite. 
pyrite, poss1b.11 othe~ 
opaque .i ne ra 15) 
Andradite 
Other .inera1s included' 
zi reon. sphene an1' 
hornb 1 ende . 
Low mineralized rock 






High mineralized ~ck 




















M. BEN URANIUM DEPOSIT ;'; .~ ~\ 




.1' Sample activity Total U leachable U S Non leachable U 
~t Nuni>er (CIS ) (XRF. ppm) (F1uorilletry, ppm) Difference (Dhdoch1c U) 
E 1 100 320 200 120 37.S 
• 
E 2 55 100 57 43 43.0 
~ E 3 70 630 370 260 41.2 .
E 4 55 550 340 210 38.1 
E 5 75 40(1- 193 '207 51.7 
'E 6 130 1390 800 590 42.4 
E 7 100 180 490 290 31.1 
E 9 90 810 410 400 . 49.3 
E 10 200 3730 2650 1080 28.9 
E 11 60 310 160 
" 
150 48.3 
E .12 60 220 130 90 40.9 
E13 60 360 I 167 193 53.5 
. E 14 450 3690 3490 200 5.4 
E 15 550 4020 2140 1280 31.1 · 
E 19 400 5600 4825 115 13.8 
E 20 180 3690 2520 J110 ,31.1 
E 21 160 1840 1010 830 45.1 
E 23 200 . 4270 2810 . 1400 32.7, 
~ ':V • .. ,..,. >«, ,,. '-1''''-''' . ~ i -A. , ,; if9Cb ",,"if N ., ..... z;s:;~~~, !""~ 
, , 
" 
TABLE' XII I 
·M. BEN URANIUM DEPOSIT 
. ' . 




JIo. ~lr Sr Rb In Cu Ba Me Ni Cr Ag U ity CIS . 
--. ----mD zs 6 . 69 ~--,~-.. -~ ] , 20 . 17 .6 200 100 
2 1255 19 9 120 7 29 1 18 23 .4 57 55 ') 
.3 . JUt 20 ' ·10 89 3 30 1 21 . 20 .5 370 70 
4 ' 402 21 11 ;295 10 48 238 36 59 1.2 340 55 
: ~ , 
5 1322 22 11 1(l1 : 2 38 2 19 l8 .5 193 75 
. 6 . l316 32 '26 285 7 180 2 20 16 9.6 800 130 
1 1. 27 14 Z20 6 20 1 19 25 .6 490 100 
I • : 276 30 6 43 4 . 22 2 20 12 .5 24 50 
t 916 43 15 149 
__ 7 33 . 2 19 13 .6 410 90 
· 10 ' 616 41 68 · 429 2 85 . 1 21 7 2.6 2650 200 
11 .. ' 537. 73 9 61 10 . 63 39 23 11 .6 160 
,60 ;z 
12 . 153 :69 7 59 ' 7 44 82 21 14 1.6 130 60 
~ ;~ 
' 13 443 30; , 7 143 5 56 1 19 12 . .5 167 . 60 -- ~1 
14 541 179- 79 , . 2131 17 293 2 27 13 . 8.5 3490 450 
i , 
1& 531 141: 76 277 8 108 2 27 19 2.5 2740 550 f 
11 331 ' 32 5 • 70 ~ l4 1 20 14 . .4 32 50 1t 450 
18 , 320 
,' It 
. 4" 76 106 . 261 1 t8 3 25 14 6.5 4825 400 
191• 558, 7t 109 ~ 272 4 96 2 . 25 16 5.5 4900 
20 801 41 62 326 1 30 1 20 . 6 4.8 2520 180 
21 '1146 ,· · 31 • 29 314 5 34 1 20 8 2.4 1010 160 22 224' 51 3 36 4 30 N.D. 29 29 1.2 15 SO' 
.23 . 
. 410 81 76 186 11 142 1 22 12 4.6 2870 200 . 
', 24 205 . 215 28 176 26 420 2 55 53 1.0 24 50 
. ' 25 50 
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TABLE XIV 
M. BEN.URANIUM DEPOSIT 
Correlation IItrix calculation for 24 sets of data 
. .,-
V.r)..,le Zr Sr Rb -Zn Cu B • . Hi Cr U 
Zr -1.000 ' -0.266 -0.026 0.039 -0.125 -0.205 -0.053 0.042 0.013 
. Sr';' - 1.000 0.441 0.392 0.836 0.917 0.829 0.491 0.242 
Rb 1.000 0.519' 0.225 0.303 0.266 -0.044 
0.966 
Zn 1.000 " 0.386 0.296 0.167 -0.000 
0.545 ...., N " 
\ 
Cu · 1.000 0.780 0.808 0.673 0.041 
.~ < 
... ~ .. 






1.000 ' 0.058 
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TABLE ~ xv 
~ 




951 Con11 dence 
Element He an STD Interval for Mean 
Zr 066 112 441 - .. 890 
Sr 61 13 34 88 
Rb 2~ 6 14 39 
Zn 232 80 70 - 393 
Cu 6 1 4 8 
8a 99 31 36 - 162 
"1 22 2 17 27 
Cr 17 ,2 11 23 





R--7.413 ~ Correlation 
' 1 
• 










% Diadochic U 













.01 __ ~ ____ ~ ______ -1 ________ +-______ ~ ______ ~ 
.1 1 10 100 1000 10000 
Fi gure 15 . Plots of Rb vs Sr for the M. Ben uranium 
. deposit (see text). 
Fi gure 16. Plots of trace elements vs. Sr. (see text)~ 
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a. Garne t (andradi te) with radi oacti ve opaque i-ncl us; ons . Arrows 
1-6 show some of the opaque radioactive inclusions. 
b. (~ame thin secti on). Arrow 1 shows a larger opaque radioactive 
mlnera l. 
M. BEN uranium deposit~ Labrador. 
- 79 -
• 
3 ... 5 McLean ' Uranium Depos it 
.,J. The McLean uraniferous rocK ;s weakly banded with mafic minerals 
which have been completely altered to chlorite. It is located ~ithin an 
extensive fomation of the Aillik Group which includes mainly acidic 
volcanic rocks. The banding is striking in a general ENE-WSW and dipping 
-to the southeast, and appears to be gradational into a well foliated 
grey and pink feldSpar-quartz-hornb1ende-biotite gran,ite gneiss. 
Modal analysis of one rock s .::. mple from the Mclean uranium deposit 
is indicated in Table XVI. Most o~ --he rock consists of feldspars and 
minor quartz. Opaque minerals ri~ by sphene a~ possibly the radio-
active minerals in the McLean showing. There appears to be a similarity 
in the mode of uranium mineralization between the Michelin and M<;Lean 
... 
ur"anium deposits, in bath cases being in the fonn of davidite (Plate XIII). 
, (' . 
Trace element "concentration's and various statisticitl parameters 
for those rocks are given in Tables XVII to XIX. p10ts of Rb vs Sr 
(Fig. 18) range between Rb/Sr 0.03 and O.g an\;I they all, but one, fall 
in the field of'subalkaline volcanic rocKS; however, this showing is 
located in a feldspathic quattzite which differs locally in 1 ithology. 
Compared to the average trace element concentrations of metasedimentary 
schists and quartzofeldspathic gneisses (Table vI) the Mclean uranium 
bearing rock has a relathely lower Rb and Cr content and higher Zr and 
Cu content. Patterns of trace element distribution tan be seen in 
Figs. 19a-g, 20a-h. No simp,le relations between the trace elements 
exist in thi-s showing. 
" i ' ( 







The main criterion for a .syngenetic origin of the 'uranium 
mineral ization is that uranium is more or less uniformly d{stributed 
laterall~ (p~rallel - to stratification) but changes abruptly vertically 







TABLE XV I 
Modal analyses of rock sample from McLea"; all values are expressed 
as volume percentages. 
Sample Numbers. 
Feldspars (mostly plagiocalse · 
An 40 -An S8 ' Andesine-Labradorite 
Hornblende and bioti te al tered 
to chlorite 
Opaques (magnetite~ pyrite and possibly 
pri~y radioactiv~ minerals of 
unknown cOmposition) 
Sphene. zircon 
Tiny opaque grains. possibly 








,. ' w ... ... -..,. ., ' , 
TABLE XVII 
McLEAN URANIUM DEPOSIT 
(values in Pj:III) 
\ 
\ Sample , 
No. Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu Ba Ni Cr U .. 
1 87 232 16 182 12 205 , 57 80 900 
2 72 226 14 156 -58 184 56 75 800 
3 1420 171 9 140 44 120 36 18 400 (X) 
4 548 35 119 49 15 232 20 8 100 
N 
5 
6 420 88 69 32 10 422 19 7 50 
7 126 305 38 163 80 454 41 49 180 
8 377 27 137 41 40 166 20 10 100 
9 489 111 12 71 , 31 138 28 20 120 
10 1434 131 29 42 619 184 29 16 1450 
11 904 155 4 56 345 102 27 18 
" 200 
12 1434 148 4 45 400 108 31 24 140 
13 925 143 2 45 637 120 27 10 160 














,' .'.: -•• :1(.;, .,.. ~. ~. . ." " 
TABLE XVIII 
McLEAN URANIUM DEPOSIT 
"'$I"-''''-~ ......... , . :!'-
Cortelat1on matrix calculation for 13 sets of data 
Sr Rb Zn ;; I Cu Sa 
-0.021 -0.213 -0.244 0.685 -0.281 
1.000 .' -0.444 0.847 0.084 0.414 
1.000 -0.211 -0 . 332 0.392 






Ni Cr U 
-0.069 -0.387 " 0.213 
0.856 D.783 0.386 
-0.257 -0 .257 ~0.212 
0.901 0.874 0.380 
-0.059 -0.249 0.310 
0 .. 269 0.249 -0.002.----
---.---
1.000 ~.--- ~54 
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TABLE xu 
McLEAN URAN IUM DEPOS IT 
951 Conti dence 
E'lement ( Mean STO Interval for Mean 
Zr 633 155 323 944 
Sr 136 25 86 - 186 
Rb 34 13 8 61 
Zn 78 17 44 - 112 
Cu 171 69 32 310 ('" 
Ba 187 36 114 - 259 
Ni 30 4 21 38 
~ I Cr 25 . ! 10 40 
.ii U 353 124 104 - 603 
.. , 
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PLATE XI II 
1, ch lorite; 2, magnetite; 3 and 4 opaque grains partly rimmed by 
sp hene: ~os~ibly the radioactive minerals in the showing. The 
wh ite consfsts of feldspathic mate rial. 
McLean uranium deposit. 
i " 
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Figure 19. Plots of trace elements vs. Sr. (see text). 
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3.6 Wi.tch Lake Uranium Deposit 
The Witch Lake uranium deposi't occurs in a weakly banded and 
, 
volcanic tuff, with the strongly mineralized rock characterized by 
distinct magnetite-rich streaks . The s~rface exposures of radioactive 
zones are few and small, but generally indicate a tabular deposit which 
is striking N70 0 - 80 0 E and steeply dipping to southeast. A banded feld-
spathic quartzite with variable lithology bounds the showing. 
Mt=)dal analysis of a low and a high mineralized rock s~le from 
--this ~howing is indicate~\ in Table XX. As can be seen, the highly 
mineral ized sampl esv are characterized by a. high content of opaque mineral( 
particularly magnetfte. This suggests that uranium is probably in the 
magnetite in the form of independant compounds. f.e~ inclusions. Auto-
radiographs of the Witch samples did not indicate the existence of primary 
uranium minerals or interstitial radioactive material. The lack of 
, 
interstttial radioactive material suggests ' that no uranium sol utions have 
percolated.t.hrough the Witch Lake host rock after original deposition of 
uranium mineralization and no extraction of uraA1um has taken place during 
recrystallization of this rock. 
Trace element concentrations and variOUS statistical parameters 
for those rocks are "given in Tables XXI-XXIII. Plots of Rb vsSr (Fig. 21) 
range between Rb/Sr 0.05 and 0.07. All the plots fall close to the dacite-
andesi.te field. The highly mineralized rocks are characterized by higher 
. Sr and Rb and lower Cu contents. Patterns of trace element distributions 
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, 
the low from the highly mineralized ' samples of Witch Lake uranium showing; 
however, no simple relation between Rb and Sr exists. 
The higher plagioclase content inUhe highly mineralized samples 
may be responsible for the positive, correlation ' between Sr and U (Fig. 23b) . 
There is no correlation between Sa-Sr, Ni-Sr, ir-Sr. Zn-Sr, Cr-Sr 
(Fig. 42a,c,e.f,g) and no simple relations between Cu-Sr and Rb-Sr 
(Fig,. 22b,d). Also there is no Correlation between Zn-U, Cr-U, 8a-U, 
Zr-U and Ni-U (Fig. 23c,d,e,f,h) '. The stratiform shape of the deposit, 
the radioactive equillbrium of uraritbfti with its daughter products and 
the lack of interstitial radioactive material which would indicate 






~dal analyses of rock samples from Witch Lake Uranium Deposit; all 
values are expressed as vo1urre percentages. 
Samp l'e Low mi ne ra 1 i zed rock. 
High mineralized 
Number Witch ·18 (20 ppm) Witch 7 (710 ppm) 
Grovndmass 20 41 
Opaques (rrostly 22 39 
magnet i te, mi nor 
pyri,te, possibly 
other unidenti fied 
opaques) 
Quartz (sutured quartz 12 7 
botJl'lda ries due to slight 
post-crysta 11; ne 
defonnation) 
Pl agi oc lases An 74 -An 60 27 28 
(By town i te-Labradori te) 
rock 
The groundmass consists predooinant1y of sericite, chlorite. carbonates ', 
fine grained opaques. 
In the fine grained deformed tuff of Witch it is difficult to tell the 
plagioclases from strained quartz. 
TABLE XXI 
~, WITCH URANIUM DEPOSIT 
(values in ppm) 
Equi1ib-
Sample R~d;oact;v- r;um 
No. Zr Sr Rb In Cu Sa Ni Cr U itl CIS Ra LU 
1 175 308 43 68 154 462 29 25 390 140 160 
2 156 327 57 88 157 480 31 32 40 75 100 
3 163 306 59 92 142 508 33 35 340 120 90 
4 180 236 26 52 17 630 28 41 90 60 90 
5 169 414 48 91' 40 383 32 33 590 150 100 
6 162 372 42 84 8 340 32 39 890 140 90 
7 171 345 59 92 89 415 37 56 710 250 90 
8 158 287 16 67 73 429 33 42 10 50 200 
9 163 170 17 75 48 428 26 23 20 50 100 
10 185 385 54 87 81 423 33 40 730 220 100 
11 172 388 58 118 10 384 35 30 740 75 100 
12 -164 239 18 40 29 756 23 24 90 60 100 
13 164 319 62 111 207 573 43 54 140 60 100 
14 194 263 20 49 23 607 ~5 26 80 50 100 
15 187 245 22 32 53 725 24 28 10 50 200 
16 169 250 20 33 54 802 26 2a 40 50 150 
17 191 301 17 45 44 568 26 29 90 50 110 
18 181 199 15 80 43 339 30 29 20 40 80 
19 183 285 26 51 25 613 22 19 50 40 100 
20 148 180 19 68 33 310 29 30 140 50 110 
20' 150 180 20 70 33 300 30 30 145 
~ 












TABLE XX I I 
WITCH URANIUM DEPOSIT , 
Correlation matrix calculation for 20 sets of data 
Sr Rb Zn Cu Ba 
0.045 -0.212 -0.368 -0.272 0.341 
1.000 0.762 0.554 0.194 -0.267 
1.000 0.796 0.581 -0.310 




Ni Cr U 
-0.035 -0.035 -0.061 
0.180 0.179 0.776 
0.316 0.315 0.664 
\0 
0.211 0.210' 0.600 w 
0.106 0.106 -0.061 
-0.156 0.155 -0.518 




WITCH URANIUM DEPOSIT 
~-. 
E1 ernen t Mean STO 
Zr 171 2 
Sr 290 15 
Rb 34 4 
Zn 71 5 
Cu ... 66 • 12 
Ba 509 33 
Ni 2g 1 
Cr 33 2 







Interval for Mean 
166' 177 
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Plag ioclase grai ns i n a quartzofeldspathic groundmass with chlorite 
and opaques. 
b. Same as (a) under crossed Nicols. 






3.7 Nash Lake Uranium Depos it 
A fine grained basic metavolcanic tuff hosts the uranium mineral-
ization of the Nash Lake main zone. The zone is striking HE and dipping 
to the southeast and the uranium-bearing tuff grades 'northwards to a 
uranium-depleted amphibolite gneiss and southwards to a varicolored 
quartzite with slightly higher radioactivity. The radioactivity along 
the fractures is higher and this is due to a secondary coat of uranium 
mineJl'als along the fractures. 
Modal analysis of a low and a highly mineralized rock sample 
from this showing is indicated in Table XXIV. The strongly mineralized 
rocks are characterized in general by a high garnet (possibly andradite). 
hornblende and biotite content .' The uraniUIII possibly exists within the 
garnets as submicroscopic inclusions and/or adsorbed onto hematite which 
fills Microfractures (Plate XV). Trace element concentrations and 
various statistical paraMeters for those rocks are given in Tables XXV-
XXVII. Plots of Rb vs Sr (Fig. 24) range between Rb/Sr 0.02 Ind 1. The 
highly mineral hed rock' s_ples fall wi thin the daci te field. 
COMPared to th@ average trace element concentrations of ~ta­
sedimentary schists and QUartzofeldspathfc gneisses (Table VI). the Nash 
uraniUIII bearing rock has a higher In. Cu, Cr content and tower Zr. Rb and 
BI c~tent. The higher hornblende and biotite content in the strongly . 
mineralized rocks c!ould account for the higher Rb. Cu and N1 content in 
these sMlples. No s1111P1e relations between the trace element and Sr 
exist (Fig. 2Sa-g)~ Plots ,of Rb. Sr, In. Cr. Ba and lr vs U separated 
, 
the SallP 1 esof Nash 1n two groups ; however. the relations between those 















TABLE I XXIV 
Modal analyses of rock samples from Nash uranium deposit~ all values 
are expressed as volume percentages. 
Sample Low mineralized rock 
Hi gh mineral i zed rock ' 
Number' Nash Sf (150 ppm u) Nash 24 (3500 ppm. U) 
Hornb lende 53 17 
Garnet (possibly 33 
andradite) 
Opaques (magnetite + 15 
pass ibly other 
unidentified opaque 
minerals) . 
Quartz + feldspars 26 34 
(mostly plagiocalses, 
An60-An68 Labradorite). 
Others (sphene, e~idote, 3 13 
biotite, chlorite 





SamoJe No. Zr s;' 
// 
WE 1 94 395 
2 193 581 
3 147 723 
4 115 308 
5 101 294 
, 6 99 292 
7 109 382 
IVJN 69 ' 293 
N9C 92 325 
10 77 245 
11 41 155 
12 72 282 
121 SO ' 300 
1-4 78 125 
15 78 145 
16 
17 73 236 
18 73 420 
19 59' 189 
20 79 1'81 
21 56 301 
22 89 . 383 
23 73 152 
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TABLE X,XV 
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3500 . 380 
~ 
, . 
• "' " '~ 4,' " '"p;-l '~'~""''''' 
.. 
Sample No. Zr Sr Rb 
25 65 226 77 
26 72 308 114 
27 106 382 24 
28 102 291 11 
HE 29 111 574 7 
.. 
r--.. 
~~"'_,!. " ~ .... ... ~ ;!i4.!,'" "" ~r4 .-' 1- " 
-
NASH URANIUM DEPOSIT (Page 2) 
(values in ppm) 
Zn Cu Sa 
205 149 200 
178 266 184 
215 196 128 
216 6 86 
270 37 101 
' I 
, 
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TABLE XXVI 
NASH URANIUM DEPOSIT 
" 
Correlation matrix calculation for 27 sets of data 
Variable Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu Ba Nl 
Cr U 
Zr 1.000 0.856 -0.007 0.572 0.044 0.402 0.439 
0.211 0.083 
Sr 1.000 0.OS3 0 .... 473 0.215 0.274 0.419 
-0.004 0.271 
Rb 1.000 0.144 0.503 0.570 0.735 
0.705 0.734 0 w 
Zn 1.000 0.088 0.406 0.586 0.322 
0.324 
Cu 1.000 0.385 0.556 
0.420 0.669 
Sa 1.000 0.697 0.749 
0.407 
Ni 1.000 0.666 
0.640 



















TABLE X.XVI I 













95~ Con fi dence 
Interval for Mean 
67 99 
223 - 348 
30 61 
153 - 222 
58 - 137 
109 - 164 
70 98 
216 - 351 
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Figure 24. Plots of Rb VS. Sr for the Nash 
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Figure 25. Plots of trace elements vs. Sr (see text). 
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a. (Arrow 1 shows a hornblende crystal part l y altered to biotite 
Arrow 4). Arrow 2 shows iron oxides wi thin microfracture: ~ran; um may be accomodated here . 3, garnet (andradite); 
, magnetite. 
b. Under crossed Ni cols, Nash Lake uranium deposit. 
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3.8 Kitts Pond and Long Island Uranium DeVQs1ts 
The Kitts Pond and Long Island uranium showings represent "black 
shale" type uranium deposi ts 1 ike the uranium deposits in the Upper 
Cambrian alum shale of Sweden (Svenke. 1956). the Devonian and Mississipp-
ian Chattanooga shale of Tennessee (Swanson. 1953). and the shale in the 
Pennsylvanian Hartville Fonnation in Wyoming (Duncan. 1953). Thus 1.t is 
useful to present here some general 1nfonnat1on on the -black shale- type 
of uranium deposits for comparison with data from these two showings. 
The uraniferous black shales are mainly of the sapropel1c. rather 
than the hUfDic variety. rich in sulfides. distillable hydrocarbons. and 
finely conn1nuted carbonaceous matter. and generally unfoss111ferous 
~~cePt for species of plankton and nekton (Mckelvey et al •• 1955) . To 
the . knowledge of th~ wri ter the .ineral occurtng in the black shales 
hu. not been ' established definitely. It is believed that the uranh. in 
Kitts and Long Island showings is .. 1n1y in lenses of dark bituainous 
lllterfal and not in the fo ... of pitchblende. however • .ore detailed 
~tudies are necessary to confi .... this stau.nt. 
Whitehead (1952) reports that in the M1cocene nodlllar shale of 
Califomia and the Pensylvaniln Cherokee shale in Oklam.a the net beta 
count incr.eases with increasing phosphorus and carbon content (betwen 
which there is also a direct relation). Alpha-track studies of thin 
sections of these shales and of the Woodford shale s~ that ~e ratio 
of the nu.ber of alpha particles originating in inorganic .. ter1al to · 
•• these originating In org..,lc .. torlal Is
J
.4 to !. lh..., studies therefore 
I · 
. ( 




suggest that uranium may be held both in phosphate and organic matter. 
The largest amounts of uranium (as much as 0.5 per cent) in the 
alUIII shale of Sweden are in lenses of dark bitumen called "kolm". Because 
many fOnm5 of so-called amorphous carbon are graphitic in character. 
Fredrickson( 1948) thinks it possible that the (u+602~on -is adsorbed 
between .the graphitic layers of carbonaceous material. forming a strong 
++ 
structu:e due to the stable 002 ion holding the two lavers together". 
UraniUM in Kitts and Long ts1and showings is associated with 
pyrite and although no systetnattc relations were found ~ween the 
uranium and the pyr1t4! content in these showings. it has been suggested 
that in black shales the uranium content generally increases with the 
pyrite content but .the pyrite itself contains little uranium (Mckelvey 
!l...!!. .• 1955). Autorad.iograph studies (Bates et a1 .• 1954). however. 
show that .uch of the uranium in the Chattanooga Shale is in organic 
.. tter- pyrite asseMblages. 
There 15 III Igrenent for the syngenetic deposition of uraniu. in 
the black shales Ind that the bulk of the uraniUM was derived directly or 
tndirectly f~ sel wlter. whtch contlins 1.0 - 1.8 x 106 gr .. s of uran1u. 
per l1ter. The questiOn .1ght be raised, h«*ever, IS to Wlether the 
ur~niu. has been locally derived or brought to the site of depostt10n 
through oceanic circulation. St... (1948) Ihs postulated that the 
uraniUM is derived f~ adjacent granitiC terraines, presumably during 
periods when ch .. 1cll Nllther1ng is the dominant process of eroslo~. This 
is a reasonable assl,Wlption if the basins of deposition are restrtcted 






were based. Probably restdcted embayments or stagnant water corrditions 
favored the fonnat;on of the Kitts and Long Island uranium showings. 
Kitts Pond Uranium Deposit 
The rock which hosts the uranium mineralization 1n Kitts uranium 
deposit is a pyrite-bearing graphitic argillite (black shale) and high 
radioactivity is in dark bituminous lenses. In hand specimen these ' 
lenses are confined to the schistosity planes along with visible pyrite 
aggregates. 
SalllPles frORl an intrusive gabbro (homblendite) approxiNtely 
10 em away from the contact with the shale gave 40 p~ u. the high 
uraniu. content of hornblendite suggests that a .'gratton of uraniUl 
.-/ 
has taken place fJ"Oll the argillite toward the gabbro during the 1nt",sto" 
of the latter. 
A IIOdll anllysis of a representative ro~k slllPle fl"Oll Kttts Pond 
dtpos 1 t is g1 ven in Table XXVII I. 
Trace e1 ... nt concentrations Ind various statistical pare.eters 
for these rocks. Ire given 1n ribles XXIX-XXXI. Plots of Rb vs Sr 
(Fig. 27) range bea,.en RbIS,. 0.06 and 6. hOlll!ver the full range of these 
plots does not indicate an original source of spec1flc ca-posit1on. 
Average trice ellllent ¥alues of the Kitts uranllB deposit are 
listed 1 n Teb le' Y I. It IIJst be etIIPhaslzed that the averag~ ur.an1"a 
, ~ .. -
/ 
content of theJlffnerll1zed rock 15 .. ch h1~r s1,,~·· r.nses of dark 





radioact ive shale with an average uranium content ranging from 150 to 
360 ppm {see also Lonil~l and showing), with Rb/Sr ranging between 0.06 
,r-
and 6 appears to be a stratigraphic horizon which should be investigated 
in detail for locating larger uraniull concentrations. 
Patterns of trace elanent distribution can be seen in Figs. 28-. 
29. however no simple relations exist between the different trace elements. 
Long Island Uraniw. Deposit 
A pyrite-bearing graphitic argillite (black ~hale) host also the 
uranium lIIineral1zation 1ft the Long Island showing. The fortlatlon grades 
to aparagne1ss INlnly phyllite and biotite quartz felsite. 
The .ineralogical a5se.ol.ge of Long Island shale 15, 5i.,1ar to 
that of Kitts, except that the Kitts hiS I higher content of bitUliinous 
lenses and 10llMr pyrite content than the long Island . . 
Trice elaentconcentrations and various statistiCil par_ters 
for those rocks are g1ven 1n Tables XXXU-XXXIV. Plots of Rb vs Sr 
(Fig. 30) r,ange betwen RbISr 0.07 and 6; hCMIver. the full range of these 
plots does not lndlclte an original source of spectftc ca-posttlon. 
Aver.ge trace el....,t v.lues for the long Isllnct showing are 
given in Tabl. VI. As can be seen. the trice .1e.ent concentrations 
for the Kttts" and long Island shale Ire st.llar. howeyer. the urani_ 
content in Kitts is higher and the In content lower than those in Long 
Island showing. Thh difference .1ght be explicable by tht higher 
content of rldtoactiv, ' b1tu.1nous lenses in Kitts Pond shlle and lower 
, , 
'i 





pyrite content in Long Island shale where urani&l11 and Zn are expected to 
occu.r in the bituminous lenses and the pydte respectively. 
Trace element patterns are shown in Figs. 31-32. however no 
simple relations exist between the different trace ele~ts. as would 
be expected froll shales 











Modal analysis of rock sample from Kitts Deposit. all values are 
expressed as vQlume percentages. 
Sample Nuni>er Kitts 113, Zone C 
Hornblende 16 
Graphi te 44 
Quartz 36 
Opaques (mostly pyrite. plus 4 





. . ~. ~P-~t_~".·iU'~~..i.:'!\,.~·" .~ ~~ 
" .. 
TABLE XXIX 
Klns POND URANIUM DEPOSIT 
(values in ppm) ., 
'21 , 
S!!f1e No. Zr Sr Rb 2n Cu 8a Hi Cr U Radioactivity CIS 
l. 1(111 ze 84 147 32 130 97 199 62 89 100 
2. 1(113 ze 176 351 54 122 163 222 90 100 300 60 
3. KY3 ·109 95 172 12 97 245 38 S2 74 
4. 1001 . 194 206 49 71 3 432 19 14 420 5. UA 107 128 32 107 127 136 267 26 113 100 
-6-. 1(103 91 99 121 75 431' 514 34 103 -1500 U'I 
7. . 1(106 ZA 75 55 50 102 357·- 135 61 85 70 
8. KY7 ze _ 66 98 49 244 104 381 72 79 75 40 9. Kll0 lA . · 98 82 36 95 482 230 60 106 
10. K99 . 20 18 7 128 1 48 212 696 40 
11. 1(108 ZA 105 75 127 332 198 369 62 140 500 350 
12. Kl02 lA 114 130 65 267 244 337 6 2104 100 












KITTS POND URANIUM DEPOSIT 
Correlation _atr1x calculation for 12 sets of data 
Variable Zr Sr Rb Zn Cu Ba Hi 
Zr 1.000 0.708 0.261 -0.150 -0.109 0.403 -0.597 
.f Sr 1.000 -0.170 -0.173 -0.150 0.073 -0.192 
Rb 1.000 0.360 0.260 0.713 -0.488 
In 1.000 -0.156 0.246 0.086 
Cu 1.000 0.108 
.J 
-0.343 


































TAB(E XXX I 
,- KITTS URANIUM DEPOSIT 
951 Confidence 
Element Mean STD Interval for Mean 
I . Zr • 103 14 75 - 132 
Sr 122 27 67 - 176 
Rb 59 12 35 83 
Zn 149 2S 98 199 
Cu 205 . 46 111 - 298 
; Ba 264 « 174 - 353 
N1 67 14 37 97 
Cr 141 53 35 - 248 
U 267 127 13 - 521 
<? i . 
'It' ' ''- / '< . • r_~·-~"",,,,-· -: .r:" t ._\ 
.,. 
TABLE XXXII I 
LONG ISLAND URANIUM DEPOSIT 
Correlatfon matrix calculation for 13 sets of data 
Varfable -- 2-t- Sr Rb Zn Cu Ba . Ni Cr U 
Zr 1.000 0.747 0.847 
-0.041 
-0.334 0.809 0.382 0.611 
-0.048 Sr 1.000 0.508 0..108 0.278 0.669 0.213 0.842 0.153 Rb 1.000 
-0.334 
-0.283 0.684 0.475 0.488 
-0.173 Zn 1.000 
-0.287 
-0.298 
-0 .450 0.254 
-0.037 co Cu 
1.000 
-0.284 0 . 342 
-0.362 0.036 Ba 
1.000 0.650 0.514 
-0.067 Hi 
" Cr 1.000 0 .236 -0 . 224 
1.000 0.134 
I 




Sam~le No. . Zr Sr Rb 
1 52 52 58 
2 59 115'~ 21 
3 53 130 a 
4 104 226 1~g 5 ~ 156 6 169 79 
7 57 53 · ~7 
8 56 133 In 9 97 126 
10 53 35 62 
11 96 261 136 
12 69 171 50 
13 54 29 ;58 
13' 60 15 ,,' 45 
~., ~ 
iii 
~--------------------- .--.- .. - . 
TABLE XXXII 
LONG ISLAND o RAN IUM DEPOS IT 
I . (values in ppm)' 
Zn eu 8a Hi 
154 231 199 75 
1116 192 109 61 . " 179 380 1 70 51 
171 142 684 81 
., 556 192 227 61 
297 148 653 86 
74 
... 
663 256 99 
447 ' 159 272 69 
481 161 243 66 
141 245 230 72 
175 205 525 90 
305 218 417 84 
129 81 224 67 
100 75 200 60 
"" 





Cr U Radioacti\rtt~ CIS 
26 rOO 60 
110 160 
56 3)0 55 
123 100 50 
102 100 50 
99 240 . 60 .-
.... 
55 140 50 '" 
142 250 70 
114 100 60 
51 70 60 
208 220 . 60 
130 SCY 60 
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232 . 42 . 
316 56 
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Fi gure 27. 
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Plots of Rb vs Sr ' for the Kitts 



























Figure 28. Plots of trace elements vs. Sr. 
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Figure 31. Plots of trace elemen ts vs. Sr. 
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PLATE XVI ' 
Urani um beari ng argillite. The radioactivity in the dark areas is 
over 150 times the background. 





3 . 9 Sumna ry 
.. ' '!'' ' ',"''' ' 
\ 
"\ 
Some trace element patterns for the showings under investigation 
have been summarized in Figs. 33-45. Diagrams marked by N are referred 
to the uranium showings located in the Kaipotok volcanic belt an diagrams 
marked by S to the ura~ium showings in the Walker Lake-Wh1te Bear Mountain 
area . 
AInong these the Michelin and M. Ben have similar RbISr spreading. 
positive correlation between U and Rb. features suggesting detrital nature. 
e.g. presence of round zircon cryst~ls and the pattern Zr-Rb-Sr (Fi~. 33). 
similar U-Zr-Rb pattems {Fig. 35) and therefore geochetRically belong to 
the s~ group of clastic metasediments. 
The Rainbow. Witch and Nash Lake_deposits appear to be colcanogenic 
syngenetic uranium deposit while the Kitts and Long Island s~ing 
represent ·black shale- type uraniUM deposits. with the uraftiu. being 
. 
.. inly concentrated in dark b1tu.1nous lenses. 
The McLean uraftiu. deposit is located ina feldspath1c quartzite; 
however. plots of RbISr suggest a subvolcan1c source for the host rock 
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Fi gure 33. Ternary trace element diagrams of Zr-Rb-Sr of Michelin, 
Rainbow, McLean and M. Ben uranium deposits. 
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Fig ure 34. Ternary trace element diagrams of Zr-Rb-Sr of the 
Kitts, Long Island, Nash and Witch uranium deposits. 
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Figure 35 . Ternary trace element diagrams of U-Zr-Rb of the 
examined uranium deposits. 
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Fi gure 37. Summary of the trace element patterns Zr-Rb-Sr 
of the examined uranium deposits. 
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CHAPTER IV 
EYAlUATI~ OF URANIUM EXPlOAATlOH TECHNIQUES IN GLACIATED TERRAIN 
.' \ , . 
Discussion of geochemical explorat1.on in glaciated areas have . 
been given uy Bradshaw~. (1972), Jones (1973), Kvalheim (1961) and 
Nichol and Bjorklund (1973). The purpose of this chapter is t~ prevent 




A brief review of Unllin010gy in glac1l1 geology is useful to 
understanding the $1gn1ficance of .ice-transported Materhl in exploration 
. } 
geoche.i s try. 
, Accordfng to Flint (1971) .. teri~ which has been transported 
and deposited as a result of ice .,v_nt 15 known as glacial dr1ft, 
.-
which Cln be till (non-stratified) Ol" strattfied drift. Two types of 
ttll "-'1 recogn1z(d: lodplnt ttll and ablation !11r. LodgMent till 
is deposited at the bast of a glacier. Ablltion till is deposited froll 
drtft in transport upon or withtn the unlinal .reas of a thinning and 
!!Ie1ting glacier. Transported rOck fra9lllnts Ire called err-!tfcs (only 
, , 
ff underlying lithology differs) and boul.rtrains consist of a serfes 
. ~ 
of erratfe·s . . Usually by IIIJ)pfng boulder trains the provenance can be 










difficult to interpret in tenms of bedrock source. Frequently the 
diversified nature 'and origin of glacial deposits and the complexity 
of the local glacial ~1story tend to lead to a corresponding complexity 
, , 
of the dispersion processes and r!sulting geoctlemical' patterns. ' Obviously. 
successful interpretation of such anomalies is largely.dependent on ~ 
thorough knowledge of the glacialhl,story. In other words' one of the 
most basic problems 1n geochemical exploration in areas ot ' glac1al 
" , I ' 
overburden is an a~ate understanding of the glacial history, which can 
, , 
vary )tith1n an area on b'oth a regional and local scale. 
In this particular part of labrador the , glactal deposits. whtch 
are in the fonn of boulder clay and outwash Illlter1al, generally cover 
the bedrock over-ext.ns he ireas and it appears that they hive not been 
IIOved very far frtJIII the source bedrock (Brtnex, unpubl1sM'd data). The 
gla~tal Blterial fOnls a ca.plete sequ~ce fro. that deposited directly 
, . 
fro. ice to that deposited in running and quiet water. In sa.e cases. 
';' as in the Rai"bow Zone. there 15. a cOIIPlete gradation of sizes fre. 
clay through ~and ud gravel to huge blocks .. as will IS I cOllPlete '. 
grldation of shipes fro. Ingular to perfectly round frlglltnts. 
The boulder trains appear either as lines of errat1cs or 1n I 
" 
., 
fin-shaped patte"', e~g. around the Michelin showing, with the apex at , 
the place of origin although the origin of so.e of these is speculatfve 
and problematic. ( 
, ; 
lundberg (1972) 'presented 1nfol"llltion on the range pf different ( 
exploration IItthocis ' used in Uran1lM1 expforaUon in northern Sweden (F1g.46-47). 
One s tgn1-ftcant point which cln -be seen in these- figures 15 the- se-que"ce 
, ' 
r 
.ae'; ~' _ "!II'!a!'l!'~ "', :" · .... "~.24J·Z:;;M.,:,"""""~·' ... -..--.-.. ~ ,,: ,,, • . ,~ .... ~,,,,*,,,",,,,~, 
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Figure 46. OUtline of range of different exploration _t~s used 1n lJran1um exploratlon in 
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of application of the different techniques, e.g. Snowscooter-borne 
surveys have ,to be done during the winter wHile radon surveys should not 
n~e before a detailed boulder tracing (regional or 10ca'1) 
------- . --.........., .,., 
. survey has been comp~d, simply because no disti~ction can be made by 
usin~ a radon technique be~en b~ried mineralized bedrock and mineralized 
boulders. If the distributioft· of glacial erratics ;s known then the 
' . . . 
i nterpreta ti on of radon resu1t:s.t.n conj unction wi th other factors (relief, 
drainage pattern~ structural geology) can reveal useful infonnatton on the 
radon source which usually is related to urani~ mineralization. 
4.3 Radon Survey 
Work on the soil-air detection in Labrador~as threefold: [ - - . . 
(a) Comparison of radon results obtained with Track Etch fil~ and 
radon counter methods. 
(b) Proof of the impracticability of radon techniques to make any 
distinction between covered uranium-bearing bedrock and covered 
.. 
erraticsis well ' as correlation between the Track density and the 
radon source, and 
(c) Oegree of ry!l iabtl ity of interpreting radon results over ground 
where glacial drift has an uneVen ' distribution. 
(a) COII'Iparhon of radon results obtained froll Track Etch cups 
and ,.adon counter methods. 
Radon detection techaiqUes for uranium exploration, belong to the 
.. 
so called vapor or gas surveys, the results of which are generally very 






labrador showed a close correspondence between two different techniques, 
radOll detection by radon eman~ter and the track-etch method. 
Radon detection by using a radQn counter" [MAX, Model CPO 284 , (Adapted 
from A.A. Levinson's "Introduction to E,xploration Geochemistry·, 1974 . ) 
, , Several pal*rs have been publ ished on the use of radon -222 as 
a uranium exploration tool (PeacoCk and Williamson. 1962; Oyck, 1968; 
Dyck, 1969; Smith and Oyck. 1969. Stevens et a1., 1971; Morse, 1971 ; 
Bowie ~ .• 1971; Soonawala, 1974). Ilnd for the purpose of this chapter 
only a brief description on the radoll detection by using a radon cQunter 
is given below. 
. ' 
In the decay scheme, for 238U, 'there are several unstable metllbers 
as follows: 
.. . . 
, , 
AlthouWh several med>ers of tttis serfes ,Ire alp~a-eIIitters in addition 110 
Z22Rn , tt\e1r half-l1.ves are.,ig the range of .inutes or seconds as opposed 
to the 3.8 days o~22Rn. and so their interference is negligible. The 
Salle 'apPlies to 220Rri\ ~e o,f the daughter products of the decay- of 232Th • 
TC)determine radon in soils. it is nece~sary to flush it fraa the 
o 
soil with air, through a perforated or open-ended pipe inserted in ttte 
sol1 to a' d~pth of 3-6 f~t. , The air-radon ,_fxture is then forced in'to 
the spe-e:fal activated zi 'nc sulfide chapt>er of a radon detecto,r from whi.ch , 
r ' 
I 
, " "\ .. '. ~ ~ ' ~ , ' .. , ",' "," 
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all 1 ;ght is excluded, but which is open to a very sensitive photocell. 
When an atom of 222Rn decays in the chaMber, it releases an alpha-particle 
caus ing a fluorescence of the zinc sulfide which is detected by the 
photoelectric cell. In the case of water sllIPles, after one 11 ter has 
been c~llected in a polyethelene bottle. air is circulated from ,the 
counting chamber to the water bottle and back to the counting chamber. 
bringing with it any radon dissolved in the water. As wit~/ .radon 
collected from soil. decay of the radon results 1n a fluorescence of 
the zinc sulfide and the light is detected by the p~tocell. 
The Track Etch Technique 
Diurnal and other variations in 5011 air radon led researchers " 
at General Electric to develop the Track Etch technique (Gingrich. 1974). 
Alpha-particles emitted by radon gas can penetrate certain 
plast,ic f11l1s and cause invisible daMge along their paths. and sub-: 
- sequent cheaical etching of the plastic f11111S causes the d_ag~ tracks 
to become visible, hence the name Track Etch. The visible tracks eanbe 
counted to detenaine the .-ount of radon present. Track Etch fillllS 
record the ' UIOUnt of radiation exposure (radon present) IlUCh as " photo-
graphic films record the lIIOont of light exposure. Hc*ever. they are 
uniquely different since they are not sensitive to light or-other 
electromagnetic radiation. such 'as x-rays or g .... r~s. To apply the 
Track Etch technique in uranium exploration. SNll pieces of specially 
sensitized plas\ic fn. are placed in slIIPle cups to detect the alpha-
parti eles e.itted by radon. The s_ple cups containing Trtck Etch fnllS 
k 
., 
. , :: I 
, os:. 
\g.~ .•... .. '. 
. ~ 
.f:: 
<" : "" • 
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, 
are placed upside down in shallow holes (0.6-1 m deep) over the area of 
investigation . The sample holes are located in a frid pattern of which ~ 
the profile spacing 'and shtton interval depends on the size of the 
area being explored. the depth and size of the expected ore bodies and 
, other factors related with the general ge.c.orphological features of the 
area. After the cups are in place. the holes are covered and left 
undisturbed 'for several weeks. By leaving the slIIPle cups undisturbed 
• .0 
for an extended period of tilE. a true equil ibriu. radon concentration 
' can be IIIe4SUred. and therefore resu1t~ are 1IOr"e reliable than those 
o~ta ined wi th ,other techni ques. 
The Track Etch t11. is recovered frOll the cups af~ the SlllPl1ng 
period is -cOllPleted and the f1111S are returned to a central laboratory 




Part of the Rainbow grid of approxi.ate1y 10.000 .2 ~as covered by 
using both conventional aana.eter and Track Etch techniques. A proftle 
spacing of 60 • and a s~tion interval of 60 • was used. Because of the } . 
shallow so11 con~it1ons in the area. the depth of the holes was .0.3 • in 
both cases. 
The Track Etch cups were placed in the s_ t\01es where radon had 
been earlier detected by using the conventional euna.eter. The holes 
.ere covere~ by saall ~e.s of plyw,ood and the cups were le.~t undisturbed 










. ....... . . ' . ~"t. . ' ~ ; ., : • 
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placement of cups so that they are not substantially pressed into the soil, 
as ~his would result in .easuring the less energetic alpha enitters in the 
soil as well as the gaseous .Hters . . 
Results 
" 
The results csre shC*l'l in Figs. 48 and 49. Fig. 48a shows the 
distribution of radon detected by using the conventional en_,ter. It 
is quite clear that there are ·three radon highs which outline. linear 
zone along the base 11ne of the grid •. Fig. 48b s~ the distribution of 
radon aetected by using Track Etch cups. It can be seen that the Track 
Etch MXilll outl fne IIOre or less tINt 5" l1ne_r zone .long the baseline 
of the grid. Fig. 49 ' shows the correhtton between .. nc.eter readings 
in counts/minute (c/_) and the lrack Etch readings in Tracks/Squire " 
.ill1I11ete.rs (T /Sq. -). 
The Track Etch shows a wellt high off the base line. This hi gh <toes 
not show up in the .. n_tar "slilts. Fig. 50 shows thlt ~the soil-air 
radon concentrations can vary by factors 4 to 30 in any 72 hqur I)t!rio.d at 
• 
a statton of a grid. .This variability could expllin rthe lack of the 
... na.ter radon high off the- base 11ne .(Fig. 48b). 
The fact that the uranil11 showings 1n05rea hive 'a l1near 
Pattern striking E~W ",1~fOrces the ".Slbtllt.J t t the rod ... _ly 
overlies a uranhll, deposit covered by the ove • 
Coaparisons 







a radon counter is close to $3,500.00. The cost of the 40 Trick Etch 
cups used in this survey lollS $600.00: A cup cannot be used ItO,.. than 
once, ,.,t\ile a radon counter can be used IIIIny times. A .inl_ order of 
a nUliber of cups whose total price exceeds the price of the radon ~unter, 
is uaually required. On the other hand the sillPltcttyof the Track 
I 
Etch technique elfminates III Mechanical parts and speCial electronic 
equi~nt whose breakdown In the field can cluse costly de1sys. Perhaps 
the !lain Idnntage of a I)Qrtable en~ter is that the dau is i.ediatel, 
available allowing lIlY unusual readings to be i-.diltely rechecked. and 
additional attention given to specrall f.atures ·of enOlalOlls areas. 
Discussion 
Sol1 conditions 'in this pert of labrador are fir f~ ideal for 
radon tests. The overburden often consists 0; cOllPacted clay or gravel ' 
. interspersed with boulders • . In an area with ' nOrMl sol1 conditions these 
surveys could have been ca.pleted withfn two dl,Y$, but the interspersed 
~ lele rs caused • de 11.Y . 
The _ncMter survey .. s cOllPleted within bIG dlys. ' ~The Track 
Etch cups .ere also placed within bIo days. ' After ZO days it ws necessary " 
to ,v1sit the area aglin Ind pick up the cups. So fro. the point of view 
of tiE and expense the Track Etch technIque has the diSadvantage that I 
l11n1_ of two visits per site 15 required. 
~ No c-lear distinction between radon isotopes can be _~e, wtth the 
Trick Etch 'cups, while thh is possible with the elllftOlleter. -







Figure 48. a. 
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Distribution of radon detected by using the conventional 
ernan orne te r . 











Fi gure 49. 
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s.-e ground gave silftihr patterns of the radon distribution over a 
uraniferous a .... in Labrador. It is concluded that despite SOM 
differences either technique can give mort or less the sa.e satisfactory, 
results for ·the detectton of hidden ur.ni\o1a deposits tn this part of 
, . 
L.brador. 
(b) Proof of the i!pr.ct1 clb111 t,y ofr.don technigues to Iftlte 
.... ~~ 
. , : 
any dhtinction between covered urlnt~-belrtni·bed.rock an~/ 
.' , . 
covered erratlcs. 
. . 
In an att.pt to conti ... the· i.practicability of the radon technique 
.s to the distinction between co~red bedrock and covered erratics the 
following test WlS ca,rrttd out: 
Two barrels. n_1y -Radioactive- and -Non-Radioactive- .'" f111ed 
with soU (glacial dr~ft) .~~ ~!I~ ttkIn flm-tIl! vl_c1nt~ __ ~f I uranif-
erous showing. ~radloacthl rock frtglllftts were pliCeci 40 CIt below 
, -' /" I • , 
thesurflcI fo/the son. tn the -rutoact,t" barrel- IS tndtc.ted in 
F1g. 51. 
o 
deep hole 1n the barrels using. conventional -.no.ttr for 9 conseCutive " 
. i 
days. The t..,.ratu ... Incl radioactivity ,.t the s_ spot· ,were .lse \~ 
.asured. . The r.don. r.d1o.cthity and tlllperatu ....... dings .re plotted 
.nd the results .... s-.., tn Fig. 52. 
. -
In the first diyboth the radon ' 
" . . . ' . f 
and r.dio.cthlty v.lu., 1n both barrels WlS the 5_, and the explanation 
for this. is that durtngthe ft"t day ROt .. ch radon.. h,d been .. Mted , 
f,..the urlntferous rock frl .. ts. ....su..-nts In, the -nono-r.dioactive 
' . 
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barrel" gave readings which range in general from 10-35' elm. ,The readings 
in the "radioactive barrel" were of the order of SO to 130 elm. ,i.I . 
. , . . 
'. 
approximately four times as high as the readings in the non-radioactive 
barrel. 
It 
During the sol1-a1r radon surveys. the radon readings taken over 
uranium bearing bedorck were of the . same intensity with those taken over 
the urani .. bearing fra~ts in the "rad.ioactlv.e barrel". From the 
above observat1'ons it 15 concluded thlt I 40 or 60 c"-sol1-lir radon 
reading could be attributable either to buried eineraHzed bedrock or ,to 
buried m1ner.11zId errat1cs. 
After the end of the so11-I1r radon MasureNnt with the con-
vention.l eI,.n~ter two holes. 30 CII deep were dug .nd a Track _Etch cup 
was placed on- the botta-of elch hqle. ~ The cuP ... s left undisturbed for 
, 
20 days as described above. Based on the resu'lts obtatned in the bIG 
. barrels a qualitative correlation is apparent beMen the Track density 
II'Id the depth of the rielDn laurce.-The d1stan~-tM-4raclt .Etc...h 
, . 
fil.1n the radioacthe barrel and ' the uraniferous specl-.n is 17 CII; 
The Trick denstty was 280.724 T/Sq ... in the case of the -radioacttve 
barrel· and- 22.358 T/S~ ... tn tne clHof the -non radioacthe barref- ~ 
Ass&IIing tblt' i~ physical condittons of the till above the bedrock 
Ire 110,.. or less s1"n Ir to the conditions of Ull .. terhl above the rock 
. . 
fra .. nt in the radiolctive barrel than it should be expected that I 
read1ngfo the o"r of 280 Trick/Sq. _ would~a U source 
beneath the· cup -not dHper than the dt stanc~twHn the \up and the 
( 
' •• • ,. : '" • • • , 'I. ... ".I ... r;'I':.'~ ..... , . •.• "' •. 
- lS8 -
.. 
radioactive rock fragment in the '·r,dtoactive barrel'·.x However, .... ch 
field and experimental work need -to be done to giY,. a more quantattve 
evaluat10n of the correlation between Track density and depth of the 
source. " 
(c) Evaluation of radon results over a ground covered unevenll"" _  ,




Experience showed that It le.~t in the Micne1in .~a and Rainbow 
Zone ther is a close association of ~ran1U1 deposits and radioactive o 
bou 1 ~rs. and wi th regard to the general rldon work 1 n th 15 arel, when 
a high radon reading is obtained, four questions lUst be answered: 
.. 
1. Is the radon reading due to I U-bear1ng buried body? 
2. Is the radon reading due to U in the f1ne friction of the till? 
3. Is the radon reading due to a buried or even partly exposed 
Irtnera11zed boulder? 
4. Is the radon relding due to SOlIe cQlllbinlt10n of the lbove? 
An interesting ex_pl. with the above ..-nt1oned probleas was .t in 
Rainbow grid, Fig. 53. The grid is diviSible ,1n three different arels. 
First lrel • . Between 11nes 40Wlnd 6OW. In this area. although .any 
radioactive boulders occur l111nly .long the base l1ne. the rldon readings 
'. 
were low except for the three high reldings 16. 25 and 37 cia at stations 
52W IN. 58W 4M and 58W lS respectively 
Second arel. Between &OW and 8OW. Radioactive till 15 dispersed .1.ost 
everywhere in this area I.~ agrelt dell of con~in.tton hiSbetn 
o ~ ~~ 










f ; .. 
;. 
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any systematic interpretation. 
Third area. Between SOW and lOOW. Here the radioactive boulders are 
not uniformly d1sper~ed. but they are concentrated between 99W and aaw 
frc.l the base . line sout~ards. In this "clean" part of the grid the 
linear soH-air radon anomaly al0l'l9 the base 11ne which was conf1nned 
with Track Et~h films represents a true anomaly and should be tested 
wi th drlll1 ng. 
M.BEN GRID (North Showing) 
The radon surVey in "th& Emben Grid revealed a n\aber of radon 
anONl1es of the same IIIIgnitude (order) with, those in Ribbs Lake Grid 
but neither drilling nor further work is recom-ended on these anomalies 
for the following 'reasons: 
1. The radioactive anouly in the northeastern part of the Gr.1d 15 
due to radioactive boulders (Ftg. 54). The lack of I radon InOlllly 
in the same part of this grid is an evidence suggesting that no buried 
uranium bearing rock is underneath this radioactive anomaly. 
Two points which .ust be e.phasized are: 
Although the area is wll outcropped in scme ec ases the distinction 
bet.een outcrop and glacial erratic is not clear. 
, 
(b) The thickness of the 5011 is not stable;. in SOlie Cases it may be 
-. 
4 feet. in some 1 foot Ind so on. Differences in soil thickness ' 
'. 
are expected to modi fy the radon read1 ngs ' in such a way that 1 t 
is not easy to say a 5011 •• ir radon reading 15 clm 15 less 




between two areas which have been outlined by the 15 elm and 'the 
30 clm contours can be done unless it is known what the thickness ,_ 
of the soil is over the same areas and the physical properties of 
this (moisture. temperature and so on). (Soils of the SJme 
th i ckness in the genera 1 area of a grid are expected to have the 
same poros Hy) . 
j The radioactive anOllaly 'and its ra(l~>n counterpart in the, south':: 
eastern cordor of the grid (station 2E 2S) is due to an out"Crop whose .. 
maximum radioactivity with the SPP-2 is 1800 counts per second. 
In general readi ngs of the order 20 elm upwards are above or in 
the vicinity.of uranium bearing sources. 
Two small radioactive outcrops is likely to be the source of ~e 
radon anomaly in the southwestern corner of the grid end it is worth 
noting- that this, anomaly is more extensive than the others in the sue 
grid and could be extended further west. 
a 
RIBSS LAKE GRID 
~1g. 55 I <_p in back pocket) shows the distriput10n of radon 
gas in the Ribbs Lake grid as well as the histograM and cumulative S 
frequency of radon readings. Redan Quantfty plotted: radon readfng 
minus bac~ground (unsmoothed values). AIIIong the radon lI1ghs shown in 
this grid only the one at station 26W on the base line is related wfth 
I 
radioactive rock, possibly big radioactive bOulders. 





individual h1ghs\as well as the 1 inear zone between, stations 14., and 
26W are not significant from economic point of view. 
fig, 55 III shows the distribution of radon gas 'as well as the 
histogram and 'curwlative % freql,jencCY of radon readings as in 55 I. 
. ) . 
radon 'quantity plotted~ radon readings minus backg~und (slROOthed 
values, 
fig, 55 IVa and 55 IVb sha. ~at there 1 spoor correlation 
I 
bet~ radioactivity and radon (uirsmothed values) and ra~ioacthi1;y 
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4.4 Lake sediment geochetli s try. 
lake sediment siMllpl tng in an area of approximately 160 km2 cent,ered 
, on the Michelin and R,ainbow deposits revealed the same zones which were 
\ , , 
previously outlined b~ airborne and lake water geochaistry surveys. It 
, is suggested that detailed nearshore lake sedilllent ~UlPl1n~ can outline 
anomalous zones in ar,ea.s where there is no surface evidence of ore 
i;learif'9 rock. Further analyses show that the clay and organic content 
yve no effect on the ele.ental concentrations of the sillllPles and so the 
,ano.a lies represent true anc:.alies 'close to the source. Sa. of the zones 
stan~ as extensions of theex1~tirlg ur~ni .. deposi~s .1n the area. 
lak.e sed1l11ent ,.,1ng bas been used IS reconnaissance explor-
. . ~ . 
atton lleans' by pl7evious wrkers (Allan.' 1971 i Allan et a1.. 1973; Allan 
. - . -
and Richatdson. 1974). '" at.pt was to ex.1ne how a detailed' near-
shore lake sed1i1tnt s_11ng progr_ can b.e used for locating of ano.lous 
... 
---
.. ~s . at'a rate in excess of 100 S",UIry: IIU.sper dQ using a .s1ngl. 
SllllP11ng t,. (Meyer. 1969). In the 5_ WlYconvent1ona1 lake sedt.ent 
" 
saMpling can beUSH IS a _ans of evaluating large .-.g1ons. 
-", ' " 
' .. 
: Although ain.ome suna)'s are betng widely applied '1n uran1.· 
.,-/ ,. , . 
. . ' 
f/xploratj • even t_, .,st ~ens1the ~ r~ spec:t~ter c~n MSS . 
. targets 1narea of ~p ·Ove'rbu ... or ruggect terrain. In this uraniferous. -
. ,~ . 
.. ~ .ove~rdIri and rugged terrain detailed nea~re area 
! 
llake sed1lent ling .\ is considered to be useful beeaase (1) t t .outHnes 
,., 





areas more precisely than conventional 1 ake water and lake sedilllent 
sampl1 n9. (2) it may reveal targets miSsed with airborne surveys. tnd (3) 
the lake sedi.ent saRlples can be analysed f01'" Nny elellents. 
Field Work 
The shallow 1 akes in the area are ~lac1al 
-, 
naajor1ty occurring in irregular depressions wt\hin ground .,raines 
(Kettles) and. in tee-scoured rock basins. One hundred and eighty-four 
lakesedi.ent SUIP1~s were collected -f,.241altes us~ a float- , 
. equ1pped helicotlter and a canoe. Three to four lakes were 'supled ·each 
'day. p~u .. itt1ng cCIIPlet10n of this orientation survey in a ..-t. The 
upper 20 CII of the lakesecU.nt. 1 tf) 4 .ten lway fro.- the shore 11ne. 
WlS collected with an auger. 
~OCH£MISTRY 
. ,Mode' of .ta 1 occur ..... ce 
. Metals in sed1.nts IIQ be contained: . 
(1) w1thil\ the structure of priM", sulphide and sH1cate .intralS 
. . . . . . . . .... . . ... .. ... .. ~ " .. , , .. ;..... " 
(2) in oxides. "1drOx1dts.carbOn •• and sulphates .• and 
• (3) adsorbec:lontO ' clay and organic particles. 
6eoctMill1cal .. 11YSIS are usually conducted on -80 .shfract1on • . 
• ~. . ' o· 
,This she fraction includes not only priaary urlfti .. and sulphide grains 
but also ~11 the phase described abOve. l~ order to proPerly e'faluate 
sed1~t.ry ~1c.ldltl. it t~ illPOrtllnt to distinguish the phases 
)\ 
.. ' . 
< . 
. t 
-... . " 
..•. . " , . . 
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in ~ich .. tals are ~centrated. e.g. see Hawkes and Webb. 1961i 
-. ' 
levinson. 1974. Alley and Shtt, 1975. 
Analytical procedure 
The samples were spl it in half. with one hal f of the saq)le kept 
for reference and t.he other ' placed in a porcelain dish and left in an 
oven at sooC ovemight. The dry slllPles were sieved and geochaica1 
. . 
analyses were conducted on the -80 _sh fractions . 
.. Fluori_try provides the .,st sensithe _thod for urini_ 
anal.ys1s (SII1th and Lynch, 1969). Concentration of Cu ws detenl1ned by 
AtOilic Absorption Spectrophotc.etry after partial digestion of sa.ples for 
a 
1 1/2 hour'S in a hot solution of 10.1 tII03 and 1 .1 16M Hel (see Table in 
.,pendb 1I1~. In r,tion. splits of the 184 s...,l.s Inalysed in .our 
laboratory for Cu, were analysed by Atllftt1c Analyttcal Services 
(Springdale, J.lewfoundland) using the s __ thod. " 
Table XXXY shows the results 'of the cta.ic.l analyses. Fig 
. . 
56 show the correlition between U and Cu and Cu _ltcatean,lyses. 
It is noteworthy that ' CU and U are not .. Wally related in the lake 
sedi.ents. in other words ther. 1-1 no ..... , correspondlnce beMen U and 
Cu enriched zones • . The results f". the Cu clupltc.te .... ,yses .re 
generally c.arabl. al~ ours aN consistently . slightly leNIr. 
Metal 's in silicate structures '!DUld not .... leached by the 
digestion technique ""o)1ed • . '
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b. Correlation between Cu duplicate analyses. 
to 
1cm a 240m 
o 5cm 
139 ~A136 13~' 
96 
LEGEND 
,. uranium Oeposit,S/lowing 
~ ~.;:.... Radio;ct iva Boulder Zone 
19 S~mpla site ~nd number 
Figure 57. Numbered locations of nearshore lake sediment samples. Also shown 
are the location~ of known uranium depos~ts and radioactive boulder 













were analysed· for carbon with It leco Carbon lIlalyzer and for clay w1~ 
, Pipette Inllyses as described by Folk (1968). See APPendix III. The ' 
results are shOwn in Table XXXVI. The lack of carbo~ltest graphite etc •• ' . C 
led to the ISsumpt10n that the Inalysed carbon represents the organic 
content of the s_ples. To check the suple error dUP!!~~5 
Nfl"e collecte.d from different 10cll1t1.!~the."a (Fig. 51 ' ' ) 
and Inl1yses for ~;--Jhe-;;~~S _re st.11lr except in the case 
- - ----" -:- . . . 
~.ot-·H1IIPIeS 120 and 120'. the difference of Which Cln be attributed to 
to the different content of organic .. ~rlll ,('.1. xxxvI) . Analyticll 
precision for U. dete .. ined on the replicates of one slllP' •• d six . 
' . " , . 
replicates of another, WlS + 2S1 and .. 231 resplCttvtly. Analytical 
. - . - . . 
preCision forCu~ date,.ined on 12 $lupl1clte spl1ts, ' lv.rl9H ~~. 
\ .. o"reporttd values. 
\ 
\ In oreler to evaluate the IIOde of u~h. occurrence 8 ' _..,11S-
separated into light andhllvyfra~t1ons withtatrab .... th ... (Sp. tie • 
'. ' - ...... . . . ' 
2.92). The .x.tnation of hHvy .t ...... l. thin s*tions anci.,torad1ographs 
did not indicate the ex1sten~ of pri.ry .urini. '.tMra1s in the lau 
stdi .... t s...,l.l. 
- Discuss ion 
(a) va'ues ranging fraa 0 to tile .... . , 
' . ' , 
(b) ' Yal .. ~,...~~ '.., •• to "' tJ\~t4~~1da . ~. , deft ... · I' tM -
.an .plustw1te tile l"'rcI.v1at1q11~ 1M" . 






.~~ .. ! .... , 
, 
• 
.. .. . ~~ . ,- -........ ~:- ., 
Sample Cu·. 'pPl!l Curi , p~ 
1 80 61 
2 22 16 
3 25 23 
4 20 10 
5 130 100 
fi TO 1 
1 30 22 
8 10 . . 6 
9 8' 5 
10 10 , 
11 lS 10 
12 15 10 
13 10 4 
14 10 8 
15 10 . 8 
16 ' 30 15 17 . 28 23 
18 10 4 
Ii 33 17 
20 35 20 
21 33 22 
22 Z5 15 
23 40 21 
24 42 28 
25 .12 I 
26 '.:-, 13 , 1 
27 1,2 I 
28 1. S 
29 .. - 41 M 
30· 70 




·34 21 13 
35 35 21 
• ." lOS , 
82 
-
11 · \,50 . 3Z 
38 I IS 39 10 
40 11 '. 12 .' 
41 as .~ .. 72 
42 15 · ", ';:: n '" U' 1. 15: 
Q 10·· .· 7. 
-- ; 
































,~ ' , t··· 
. . . ., . 
o .. e·" . 
, '. 23'.1 .. 
3.1 
2.1 








'I . , 
s..le e1l1 PP! Cut"pJ!! ut ppm , 
44 12 7 2.6 
45 13 6 3.1 
45' 12 1 3.9 
46 8 5 0.4 ,~-. " 
47 25 17 0.9 
48 23 17 1.7 
49 22 15 1.2 
SO 15 10 0.8 
51 20 13 2.2 
52 30 20 8.3 
53 20 11 2.8 
54 10 4 < 0.1 
55 18 12 2.1 
56 10 4 3.3 
51 zo S' 2.& 
57 1, 18 ·12 2.0 
58 15 8 2.2 
59 zo 14 0.6 
60 13 9 0.7 
61 ' - 'S 8 2.1 
62 40 
. 27 " 104.0 
63 ,70 52 20.8 
64 IS 21 1.2 
65 " 20 16 '.4 g ' zo 14 0.4 
67 ' 13 9 0.3 
• 
' . 4S 17 0.6 
• 11 I 
0.2 
10 10 5 1.4 I 
· n 20 11 Ct.2 . . 
n' 17 10 0.2 72. . , . 3 0.4 ~ ' 73 . 18 ' 12 ~.4 ., 
.. 7. .1': . . . 10 0.9 
',r-J .... , '.11 40 . • 2.0 7&- .' . .1.1 12 4.7 . 
. . 
"77 10· . 4 1.0 . . 
71 .' la ' I ' 4.5 
71· 10 
., 
". , 7. 1.5 , 
"-80 . 12 8 0.5 
at ,1 ,: •. ·G.l 
• t 
,~, :. 13,. ' 4 '0.4 
" 
11' 8 O.t 
• .. 20 
11 _ . ' 1.' 
" . 
.. \' ;i 
• ',"' " ' , 0 , 
I 
'", 




89 ' 10 
90 8 






96 1 10 










107 , . 
, I 108 ' 22 
1081 ~ 20 
lot 28 
no 20 
110' 20 ' 
111 20 




115 ' . Z3 
'n8' . 10 
117 ' 30· ' 
111 .. 
119 ' 1. 
'1m 71 
lZO' JO. 
121 ' 21 ' 
12t '61. 
123 , , ,20 
124 . 'SS 
125 32 . 
·126· .• ' 
• 121. 
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TABLE XXXV (Contld.) 
Cu**, ppm 
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8 3.9 : ~ 
·1 0.2 ! 
24 0.7 : 
15 10.2 : 
17 5.6 
42 8.5 " 
15 6.7 ' 














6 ' 5.3 
12 7.6 
13 5.4 








'11 3.5 : 
10 - ~ .. ---. __ 2.2 i ' 
38 n~3: , 
., 'If ' 10.S· 
17 413 
·11 
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1 17 1.2 22.'7 0 .. D.US 0.300 brown gray 
3 23 J.3 o ' ZI.IO · 14.380 2.080 0.360 0.368 1.599 • • i 
'1 22 .1 1.62 7.600 8.380 11.490 . 3.828 2.894 gray l 17 23 1.2 1.27 1.740 . 13.260 27.850 0.689 13.218 , gray greenish 
23 27 1.1 12.73 11.070 2.110 0.420 0.018 0.442 pale brown grey J 41 . 72 . 4.3 2.67 2.170 5.210 , 4.500 1.447 24.242 gray greetlish 
. '52 20 8.3 3.U 6.810 4.845 7~740 1.21a 2.936 • • 4 
U · 21 104.0 ·7.44 2.120 2.565 1.820 49.056 12.735 gray brownish 
, 
i 
.- 63 52 20.1 5.08 3.830 6.190 5.970 5.430 13.577 pale gray brownish i 
51 , D.! 0.35 0.100 5~045 9.670, 0.333 15.000 yellow white ~. 
to 4 2.1 · 2.05 0.510 3.2&0 10.050 . 5.000 7.l42 gray brtNt'l :" :1 
• 23 5.7 '.85 48. eo 4.065 1.1&0 . 0.117 0.472 pale grey 
.~ 
.101 . ',17 . 3.0 4.n 6.180 5.075 7.520 0.485 2.750 . pale brown j 
112 28 . 21.0 0.14 o 3.560 6.365 7.560 • 5.8S8 7.865 wn~te gra,y I 
· n. 56 · 1.1 1.71 6.380. 9.545 4.520 1.347 _ . 8.7n . yellow bnMt 
120 
" 
3.7 1.47 0.210 6.815 7.500 17.619 ' 314.285 gray , 
, 
120' 21 5.2 0.40 1.7" 7.230 6.120 2.921 11 :797 yellOWish gray 
127 19 0.5 1.33 1.590 5.746 8.730 " 0.31. 11.949 grIY green1sh 
133 17 1.1 . 0 •• 0 3.440 ' 5.365 8.650 1.627 . 4.Ml yellow 
· 138 12 30.5 3.W 0.660 ~ ,30.350 .5.000 46.212 18.181 . brownish 
140 " 9 5.2 2~. 5'.790 5.915 6.200 0.898 .1.554 brtNt'lish 










(c) values ranging from the threshold up to the highest value (Hawkes 
and webb. 1962) 
Enriched zones were outlined based on (b) and (c) groups. 
Figs. 58-59 show the hhtogr.s and the CUIIIulat1ve frequency per 
cent curves for U and Cu values. Concentrations of the ,'ewents increase 
wjth "increasing ehy content. In some cases smeller concentrations are 
. associated with the clay size rather than the coaner fraction. Plots of 
trace eleMent concentrations/clay content vs clay content discrt.inate 
bet .... en concentrations in both fractions and fi·lter out thl grain she 
effect (Slatt and Sassevi11e. 1975). Plots 'of Cuiclay versus clay and 
U/clayversus cliy (Figs. 60-61) show el.arly two trends. one llbackgroWid ll . 
t rend and on. II anOllll ou-s II trend. . AOll the sup 115- wh 1 ch . const 1 tute the 
anoNlous trend are loated g.ographtcilly in the anc.aloUs outl1ned zones. 
~tch are sha.n in Figs. 64-65. . 
Figs. 62-63 show that there ts no corftlat1on bltwHn U. Cu. C 
and clay. this suggests that the organic cant8nt and the clQ hav • . ftQ . 
effect on the ., .... tl' concentritions of tM sillples and so the II1OMl1es 
... present true anc.1tn close to the IOUrel. ' 
, 
. . 
. Fig. ·66 I 'hows ~ ,..sulu f"' ,atrbome ~urw.y. '1k. watar geo-
,. chatstry (Mt~r. 1169) and p ..... nt lat. MCI .... t geoc*htry for 
uran1_. This t,ype of SlllPl1n, his 111 ... _ to exwd preYioully known 
...... 11.s acroll ,1achl drift and lalt'''COftNd mrraA. As .11. large 
Creas of ind1Y1dual lalt. clr'1~a" butnl haft''''': s .... riot to be- poteftUll 
source aNU of u""i.. T.,1I hid not beeft possibl. on the baits of 
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Fi gure 58. Histogram and cumulative frequency per cent curve 
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Fi gure 60. Plot of U/clay vs clay~ wt.% of the nearshore lake 
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16 32 48 64 80 
0/0 Clay of .- 80 mesh fraction 
Figure 62. Variations in uranium concentrations with total carbon and 
clay contents of the 
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Variations in copper concentrations with total carbon and 
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Figure 64. Distribution of uranium in nearshore lake sediments. Dashes outline 
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Figure 65. Distribution of copper in nearshore lake sediments. Dashes outline 
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Figure 66. Airborne uranium anomalies and uranium concentrations in lake water. Dashes 























~s warranted in the zones I "have outlined. In general there is coincidence 
among the outlined zones a~ i~is suggested that detailed nearshore lake 
sediment sampling in rugged terrain, where mineralization is not exposed, 

















CHAPTER V ., I . 
SUMMARY .ANO EXPLORATION APPLICATION 








The following ;s a brief sumary of the findings of this -study: 
, . 
The investigat~ uranium ,deposits have a stratiform shape and 
the uranium mineralization ha~ been affected by more th~" a 
• 
s ingl e event. 
Rb/Sr plots suggest that the original protoUth ·for some df 
them ~as not an ;gneoijs rock. e.g. Michelin. M. Ben. The 
." same 'plots suggest an igneous protol ith of some others. e.g. 
Rainbow, "ash. 
The Ki tts Pond and long Island uranf~ deposits represent 
"black shale type uranium dePOSit~. 
... . . 
Davidite is possibly the primary urani~ mineral in Michelin 
and McLean urani In depos its. . 
Opaque submicroscopic inclusions of unknown composition within 
.andradite and quartz and feldspar grains constitute the uranium t 
mineral in M. Ben and Rainbow oeposits respectively. 
Dark lenses of bituminous material are the uranium carriers tn 
Kitts and Long Island deposits. 
High uranium content is associated with high magnetite content 
.i n the ~i tch Lake depos it, 
... 






5.2 Exploration Application 
- . On tile basis of the findings of this study. further detailed 
geochemical-geological studies appear justified to'. oU,tline areas of · 
potenti'a 1 Ini nera 1 i za'ti on. 
All results obtained from different uran1~ exploration 
- . 
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FIELD. LABORATORY AND STATISTICAL METHODS . 
• Sample Collection and ""paration 
Most.samples were collected from the strongly mineralized areas. 
Samples collected for analysis were washed. logged and put into clean 
sa'f.le bags prior to crushing. All samples were crushed according to 
the following procedure: 
1) Each sample was broken into chips using a small sledge hammer on 
... 
an iron thick board. A slab was saved for thin section. 
2) A clean representative sample of chips was crushed to 1-2 em-or 
smalle'l- pieces in a Denver steel jaw crusher. 
3) A representative sample of these pieces was crushed in a tungsten 
carbide Siebtechn1k swing mill for three m1nut~s producing a rock 
powder of -100 mesh. as determined by random s1eving checks. 
Ana lyt fca 1 procedures 
Esti.ation of Mode. Modal analyses were carried out on a point-
counter. A total of 3000 counts were .de on two thin sections frOll1 
each showing: One thin sectfon from the low mfneralized rock and one 
thin section fron the hfgh !lineral1zed ry>clt. 
Trace element analyses. Zirconfum, stront1u., rubidium. zinc. copper 
, 
barium. nfobium, nickel and chrocn1~ were detenn1ned on pressed powder 
dfscs using a Philips 1220-C AutD$atic X-rlY fluorescence spectrometer. 
. 
~ . 




Tile sample discs wer-e prepared in the following manner: 
1) 1.5 9 of rock powder wa·s thoroughly mixed wi th two to three drops 
of N-30-88 Mowiol binding agent until the colour was uniform. 
2) Using a~ori~ acid back~ng, this powder was pressed into a disc 
for one mi nute at 15 tons per square inch. 
The samples of Michelin, Rainbow and Witch lake uranium showings 
were analysed for U and Th in IAEA laboratory at Seibersdorf by DGS, 
X-ray fluorescence (XRF), Neutron_Activation Analysis (NAA) and 
fluorimetry. as appropriate. Differential gamma spectrometry (OGS) 
" 
compensates for the d~ sequlllbrlum of daughter products with the 
uranium (Adams and Gasparini, 1970). In addition all except those 
containing less than o,.on U were analysed by XRF. Where the two 
• bethods produce similar results. no further work was done and the mean 
reported. Where the difference was probably significant. an additional 
, 
measurement was made by NAA and the mean of all three measurements 
reported. Fluorimetry was only used to spot-check. a few of the samples 
with low uraniUM concentrations (Otto Suschny. IAEA. personal communication). 
The sUIIPles frOll all the other showings were analysed for U with 
" 
f1 uorlmetry . 
Statistlcal procedures and ~thods of data presentation. 
Upon completlon of the analytlcal program. the trace element 




below. ~Ieans, standard deviation and 95% confid!!nce interval for Mean 
were calculated for all element~ in each deposit. A standard statistical 
program was then employed to plot trace element variation diagrams in 
) 
each uranium deposit using a Hewlett-Packard Model 20 desk computer-
plotter . 




















Platinum, approximately 18 mm wide and j mm 
deep . When not in use they should be 
storedllnil glass beaker under distilled 
wa te r. 
For measuring 0.10 m1 and 0.20 m1 a1iquots~ 
a 100 J-L 1 and a 200 ~1 microchemical . pipet 
equ1;p~d with syringe attachment. 
5 1/2 in. X 3 1/2 in. X 5/32 in.; containing 
24 holes (6 rows of 4 each) each 5/8 in. in 
diameter . 
Rotating prQpane burner (Modified Fletcher 
radial burner). 
Special sheker for mixing the solutions. 
A standard fume troad l1necJ above the fire. 
~arrel1-A$h Galvanek-Morrison Fluorimeter. 
Aluminum .nitrate salting solution: Transfer 5 lb. of reagent grade 
.... 
aluminum nitrate, having a low uranium 





Solium fluoride pelle~s: 




0, cover, place the beaker on a combined 
hot plate and magnetic stirrer, and heat, 
with stirring, until solution is complete. 
Adjust the concentration by evaporation or 
dilution to give a solution which boils 
at 130°C and transfer to a round bottom 
flask. The solution should be kept 
saturated 
....  
98~ NaF, 2~ LiF z prepared pellets~ each 
containing 0.588 g NaF and 0.012 LiF, can 
be obtained. Those supp\,ied by: 
MAnaloid" 
Ridsdale and Co. Ltd. 
M1ddlesbrough, England 
Weigh 210 mg of uranyl nitrate (U02(N03)Z·6H20 into a 100 ml 
volumetric flaSK. Add approximately 25 ml of 4N nitric acid and dissolve 
the uranyl nitrate. Dilute to the mark with 4N nitric acid and mix well. 
This solution should be prepared every two weeks since uranium salts tend 
to precipitate. This solution contains 1000 ,. g/ml uranium. From this 
solut10n prepare a standard solution containing 0.1 ~9/ml by dllution in 
~. 
the foll owing steps: 
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Standard used Aliguot taken Diluted to* New Standard-
1000 ""g/ml (1000 ppm) 1 0 ml 100 ml TOO t-'- g/ml (100 ppm) 
100 p. g/m 1 100 ppm) 10 ml 100 ml 10 r'- g/ml ( 10 ppm) 
10 r- g/ m1 10 ppm) 10 ml 10(} ml ***1 ~g/ml (1 ppm) 
,...g/ml ppm) 10 ml 100 ml -*0.1 t" g/ml (0.1 ppm) 
to 
Place 12 test tubes into rack and add standard soluti on 
l. 0.25 ml of stock 10 ppm standard solution 
2. 0.50 ml " " " " " 
3. 0.75 ml " ., " " II " Dupl icate stan6ards 
4. 1.00 ml " II " " II " 
5. 1 . 50 ml " " II " 
6. Bl ank .) 
Add 5 ml of saturated a 1 uminym ni trate pl us 5 ml of ethyl .acetate . 
Shak.e for 20 min. in shaker. let settle for 5 1111n. After 5 min . two 
layers are fanned in the tube: One layer of a1l.l1Iinum nitrate (lower layer) 
and one layer of ethyl acetate (upper layer). Uranium is concentrated in 
the upper 1 ayer (ethyl acetate). 
Put one sodium fluoride pellet into each platinum dish . 
Pipette 0.2 ml of standard solution (from the upper layer of the solution) 
in the platinum dish on the top of the pellet. 
Evaporate to complete dryness on a hot plate. 
*Dilute with 4 N ~O 
**Make the solutions freshly, twice weekly 
***Prj!pare these standards only if it 1s necessary 
standards. 
to increase the range of 
, 
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Transfer platinum dishes on the ,_burner and fuse 90 seconds after the 
pellet has been mel ted. Total fusion time 3 minutes. 
Samples are cooled in a dessicator for twenty minutes, and the fluor-
escence read on the fluorimeter. 
Preparation of Standard Curve 
1. Having cal i brated the fl uorimeter by using the "blank" and the 
highest standard, proceed to read the standard discs. Reread the b1dnk 
and the highest standard and adjust the instrument to correct for .:ny 
drift that might have occurred. 
2. Prepare a graph of scale reading as ordinate against the uranium 
standa~s as abscissa, the points of which should fall on a straight 
line (use arithmetic scale). Draw lines at 5 per cent above and below 
the fi rst 1 fne. Reject those standards which do not f411 withi n these 
5 per cent limits. If more than two standards fall outside the::, 5 per 
cent range. repeat the entire set. 
Calibration of the fluorimeter 
1. Tum the "sensitivity" switch fully counter-clockwise. 
12 . Switch the instrument power swi tch to ·on- and allow 20-30 minutes 
wa rm u p t ; me . 
3 , Insert the highest standard (containing 1.5 mJ) in the dual-flux 










4. Increase the sensitivity control (usually to step 5 or 6) while 
depressing the 0.1 scale key until the meter reads approximately 
mid-scale. 
5. Set the meter to read 60 by adjusting the "Fine Volts" control. 




"zero" adjus t ing knob until the meter reads zero. 
Push e"!Pty sl ide into the reading position. Oepress the highest 
sensitivity key (O.Ol) and adjust the locknut control marked 
"Background" unti~~ ~ter reads zero. 
Repeat steps 5, 6 ' and 1 alternately until tl)e readings are 
correct and no change occurs. This should be done at least three 
times. The instrument is not set up to read' unknown samples. 
When,the sample slide is pushed in, the lowest sensitivity scale 
is automatically switched in. Operate the scale keys, starting 
with the highest valued key go1ng fl'"Olll right to left. This is 
done to prevent the meter from being damaged by a h1gh concentration 
sall'lple. 
Uranium determination 1n core and rock s.ples 
1. Weigh 1 gm portion of pulverized sample into a 100 m1 glass beaker. 
2. Digest with 20 ml of concentrated HN03 plus 30 ml of distilled 
HZO for 2 hours on hot plate at medium heat. 






. . ~ 
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4. Remove from plate and cool, then pour contents into a 100 ml 
volumetric flask. Wash geaker and funnel well with H20. Fill 
flask to mark, stopper and shake well. 
5. Let settle overnight 
6. Pipette exactly I ml of solution into a test tUbe. Add 5 ml of 
aluminum nitrate solution, plus 5 ml of ethyl acetate. Stopper 
test tube and shake in shaker for 20 min. 
7. Remove from shaker and le~ settle for 5 min. After 5 min. two 
I ayers are fonned ;n the test tube: One layer of aluminum 
nitrate (lower layer) and one layer of ethyl acetate (upper. 
layer). Uranium is concentrated in the upper layer (ethyl 
acetate)'. 
8. Wash acid off platinum dish with water. Place dish in drying pan. 
9. 
10. 
Add fusion pellet (sodium fluoride-lithium fluoride 98:2). 
Transfer by use of a 200 f" 1 autanat1c micropipet. 0.2 ml of 
sample fran the upper layer of the solution (ethyl acetate) tnto 
the platinllll dish. Evaporate to cc.lplete dryness on a hot plate • 
.... When the salllPle has an exceptionally hfgh uranilJR content. 
i.e. when the needle in the dial of the fluorimeter is off the 
scale then transfer 0.1 ml of s_~le and IlUltipl.1 the calculated 
uran1Lm value times 2. 
11. Renove fron pan and fuse on the burner. Pellets shoo 1 d fuse in 
1 1/2 min. Total fusion time is 3l1in. 
12. Let plat1num dish and contents cool, transfer to aluminlll1 tray 






13. Place in instrument room for reading of results. 
Ca 1 cu ]at; ons: 
av. _unknown reading - blank 
av o standard reading - blank 
The factor is calculated as follows: 
Sample: gm -----+. 100 m 1 .01 ~/ml 
ml • 5 ml acetate a 0.002 gm/ml 
0.2 aliquot • 0.0004 ~ml 
Standard: 1. 5 ml of 10 ppm - -- -- - 4 5 ml acetate • 3 ppm U 




IV. unknown reading - blank 
avo standard reading - blank 
X 1000 .. U. ppm 
Conversion factors 
0.8480 
U 0 ) U 38 .... ,-----
1.1792 
II 
Depending on the range of uranium content of the samples, standards and 
calculations should be done as appropriate. The method described above 
-\/" 
was developed by Sydney Abbey of the Geological Survey of Canada, and 






Fusion technique (Step 11, page 204) 
1. Remove platinum di shes from pan (or hot plate) and pI ace them in 
order on the pl atinum holders in the burner. 
2. Turn on the motor of the burner in medf~ speed so that the dishes 
will start rotating above the burners. 
3. Turn on gas and light the fire; at the same time start measuring 
the time (total fusion time 3 minutes). At the end of the second 
minute make sure that the pellets have been fused. 
4. At the end of the third minute turn off the gas and after one 
minute the motor. 
5. When the dishes are cooled transfer to aluminum tray. always in 
order and place in dessiCltor for twenty .inutes. 
6. Tak.e out alOOlinlJll tray and using a tweezer ~ip over the platinum 
\ 




1. Two Sylvania black light blue type 360 fluorescent l .. ps are 
sued to provide UV light. These lIMPS should provide unfform 
light intensity for ffve to six mnths under nonul use. Under 
everyday use where the inst",.nt is left on at all ti.s. it 1s 
reconnended that these 1 amps be changed every s ix ~eks. 
2. Care must be tak.en to assure cleanliness of the platinUM ware for 
two reaSons: Firstly, platinURI is an expensive cOIIIIIOdity which 
can be lost through misuse. ~condly, cant_ination, partfcularly 
"\ 





. " ! 
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by quenching elements, can be carried from sample to sample on 
the platinum dishes . After each use dishes should be soaked in 
1: 1 Hel, rinsed with tap water, then with metal-free water. 
Stains which are not removed in this way may be elfminated by 
heating the pl at inurn di shes from 3~n. in the burner. Also 
• stains which are not relOOved in this way may be eliminated by 
fu~ing 3 9 of potasstum pyrosulphate in the d1s~ fOll~ by 
cleaning with Hel as above. 
3. Attent10n must be paid to spurfous fl uorescence from other 
materials in the laboratory. Dust, paper and cloth lint, and 
vaseline are among comrmn materials which fluoresce strongly 
4. 
5. 
under UV light. Care ..... st be taken to keep such mate.rials away 
fran the sample receptacle of the fluori...eter: Similarly chips 
frOll the flux discs must be cleaned out of the f1 uorimeter s_ple I 
slide frequently. 
The background readings on blank flux discs .ay increase with time. 
Thh may be ffue to contilltnants .entioned in 3 abOlle. It may also 
be due to scratches on t¥ black COlting of the sillple receptacle. 
caused dur1n9 load1ng and unloading of the s_ple discs with 
, ( 
tweezers. Should this occur -the coating MUst be renewed. 
On long-continued heating. platinUM beca.es gray as a result of 
recrystallization, which begins at the sur'flce, 1 f allowed to 
cont1nue, the d1s~ .ay eventually develop cracks; the deteriora-
tion can be stopped by burn1shing the .. tal with quartz sand. 
/ 
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In the case of a di sh. this treatment may well be repeated 
after ever five or six ignitions . 
· ~ 
. . " . 
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The COIIIIIOll method of grain size analysis of .. d (finer than 4 II 
fraction) is the pipette metnod. 
The princl ple of pipette analys1's is based on Stokes Law of 
Settling Velocity. Particles 1n a solution of kno ..... t~eratVlre. 
vlscostty, and density will settle through the colu.n at ~ ' cQnstant 
velocity which is a function of grain size (for the purpose lot standard-
t 
ization it is assUMed that particles Ire spherical-shaped- " an erroneous 
but necessary assu~t10n). Large particles settle faster than s.aller 
particles. By calculating settling velocities for particles of known 
d1111!tter it 15 possible to dete".ine how long it will take for particles 
of a given size to travel I given distance through a COlUMn of solution. 
Therefore it is possible to collect, with I pipette, sele.cted size 
fractions, as they settle through the col.... By detenain1ng the weight 
of each size fraction the grain size distribution is deter.ined. 
1. The like sedi_nt ,..,les contained gravel (pebble and granule), 
sand· .. d U. Geochetl1cal an.lyses wre conducted on -80 _sh 
friction. It· was necesSI~ to Hplrate this fraction fraa the 
rest of the SlllPle. 
2. The dry ,slIIIPle was placed tn the -80 _sh steye and was sieved 
.on the vibrator for 25 .inutas. The coarser friction WItch was 
retained on screen WIS disclrded. 
3. ". appropriate ..ount of the -80 _sh of elch one supl • . was 











matter and d1saggregate IJlJd. The beakers were covered with a 
watch glass, placed in heated water bath until effervesence 
ceased (2 hours). 
4. Using cold water, the saIIlples were wet sieved ~hrough stainless 





and mud in a plastic washpan. The wet sieving was continued 
until water flowed clear through the screen. All of the mud 
was poured back into rinsed beakers and a capful of 1N MgC1 2 
WlS added. This helped the floculaUon of IlUd. The beakers 
were covered and stored for 4 days. 
Using I squirt bottle, the sand was washed from the sfeve into 
evaporatfng dishes. The sand was let to settle, the water was 
decanted and the evaporating dishes were put into the oven in 
order to dry the sand. 
After 4 days most of the water was siphoned off from the 4L 
beakers. 
500 ml of 10 gM/l Calgon was added to a labelled squirt bottle. 
Using the squirt bottle, each one sa.ple was transferred to a 
!lilt .txer and filled to 2/3 with the Ca190n solution. 
Each sa.ple was dispersed for 10 .fnutes on the _alt mixer. 
Each sample was transferred froa the !lilt Mixer to alL cy11nder 
using the squfrt bottle. The rensafnder of the 500 m1 of 19 glll/l 
, 
Cal900 solution-was poured fnto the cylinder. There IItItS 500 ml 
of Calgon solution in the cylinder. 
tJ 
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11. The cylinder was brought to volume with distilled water. The 
concentration of Ca1gon solution in the cylinder was now 5 gm/l 
(500 ml water plus ~o ml 10 gm/L Calgon solution). 
12. Forty six beakers were weighed to three decimal places. 
13. Twenty three beakers were used for the 4 " fraction (silt + clay) 
and 23 for the 8 ~ fraction (clay). 
14. Withdraw1 times and depths for the water temperature were given 
-
in t~e sedimentology Laboratory. 
15. The sample was stirred for 1 minute with a stirring rod. The 
end of 1 minute is equal to T • 0 and all withdrawls were made 
at times determined from this base. 
16. Each 20 ml pipette fraction was placed into a labelled pre-
weighed be~ker. After emptying a pipette it was washed with 
20 ml distilled water and added to the fraction in the beaker. 





18 When dry. each beaker was weighed and taking into. consideration 
that 
Silt + clay (> 4 .. ) 
- c1 ay (> 8 .. ) 
511 t 4-8 , 
;';'7J calculations were made as appropriate. 
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, AUTORAD IOGRAPHY 
The method described here was developed by Robinson (1955}, The 
thin sections were made wi thout a cover glass and wi th all the Canada 
balsam removed from the exposed surface of the rock slice . In order to. 
facilitate orientation of the thin section on the autoradiograph, two 
or three single grains of uranfnit~ (or other radioactive substance) 
were cemented in the Canada balsam around the rock slice and ground down 
with tna rock slice , 
For exposure. the rock surface was pI aced against the emu1 sian -
side of th~ plate or film and held there" under light pressure. The 
mount was then put away in total darkness for exposure. Tflle of exposure 
depends on the radi oaet i vi ty of the mi nera 1 s ill the rock. It has been 
suggested (Robinson, 1955) that for uranfnite. an exposure of 3 d~s 
is aJI1)le. but for weakly radioactive minerals. exposures of up to a 
month in duration, may be necessary. 
Areas of ' alpha tracks f~ the uraninite grains will be clearly 
visible to the unaided eye and by leans of these. the thin section may 
be toughly orfented and held 1n posit10n. back to back. on the auto-
radiograpb, by rubber cement. With the IOUnt ly1ng on the microscope 
stage. ~ock slice down. emuls10n side uP. the thin section ~s prec1sely 
oriented ' on the autorad10graph under a loW-power' object1ve, before the 
cernen t sets. 
The mount was studied under a ned1um~power objective such that 
t he alpha tracks are out of ' focus when the microscope l'ias focussed on 
t he rock slice and vice versa. 
It was best to set the focus on one of the c;jense pa t ches of 
t r acks from tile uraninite and then traverse the mount to look for the 
w~er centres of tracks. When these are found, it was only necessary 
to focus down to the rock sl ice in order to identify the mineral that 
has caused themb. If the mineral is opaque, it ;s often possible to 
dig enough of it out of the section with a needle, to be rrounted on a 
glass fibre coated with vaseline, for detennination by X-ray diffraction. 
I 
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